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GW Law Welcomes the Class of 2009
may be due to demographic decreases in who worked in disciplines as varied as
the numbers of individuals entering their Chemistry and jazz and blues.
News Editor
twenties.
Members of the military, including
Out of the 9,829 applicants who intelligence officers, platoon leaders, and
The incoming class at GW Law applied to the school, the school extended a Navy Cardiological nurse, constituted
School might appear similar to other admission to 2,300 prospective students. a significant segment of new students.
classes. To the chagrin of 2Ls and 3Ls, Five hundred and fifty students accepted Other students were involved in activities
they have already claimed the lounge ar admission to the class, a number that re at the very height of other disciplines, in
eas on the first floor of the law school to mains within the typical range of recent cluding an opera conductor and a former
themselves, despite the fierce territoriality years. A statement
commercial airline
of their rivals.
that briefly appeared
pilot.
From the looks of recent Thirsty on the Portal saying
It may be less
"It s an amazing applicant surprising that the
Thursdays and studying rituals, they seem that the incoming
to have few problems engaging in the class consisted of
pool and a very talented
school's Intellectual
time-trusted law school rituals of drinking over 770 students
Property program
class"
and attempting to understand the confu was untrue, this
attracted students
- Dean Anne Richard
sion of the common law while carrying number was the to
with PhDs in chem
on a conversation within members of their tal number of new
istry, electrical engi
study groups.
neering, cell biology,
students including
and biochemistry.
But the class has a few character L.L.M.s.
The school plans on maintaining
Entering students came from fortyistics that differentiate it from previous
classes. According to Ann Richard, As class size during the next few years. "It's five states, demonstrating GW Law's
sociate Dean of Admissions & Financial an amazing applicant pool and a very continuing status as a national institution.
Aid, the law school had 8% fewer ap talented class," said Richard. The GPAs Dean Richard noted that the greatest
plicants for spaces in the incoming class. and LSAT scores of students who entered number of applicants in the incoming
It is a trend that has affected law schools the institution remained similar to those class came from California, followed
and other professional schools through in recent years.
closely by perennial leaders such as New
out the country and may owe to recent
Dean Richard noted some of the York, New Jersey, and Florida. A great
improvements in the labor market for more unusual students entering the insti number of applicants do, however, hail
recent graduates.
tution. With no pre-requisite requirements from such nearby states and territories
Senior Associate Dean for Ad aside from scores on the LSAT and profi as Maryland, Virginia, and the District
ministrative Affairs Thomas Morrison, ciency in English, it is perhaps not surpris of Columbia.
however, postulates that the decrease ing that the law school attracted students
Dean Richard noted that the school
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

with the greatest number of applicants
was the undergraduate program of
George Washington University, which
has historically graduated many students
who have focused on political science and
international affairs. But students from
large public institutions such as Michi
gan and the University of Maryland also
form a significant portion of the incom
ing class.
In following GW University's
reputation as a focal area for international
studies, one student who worked in 31
countries, including the Chinese Province
of Tibet, Peru, Egypt, and Peru, entered
the class.
Despite law school's reputation for
hard work and drudgery, a few adven
turous souls also joined the class. One
particularly daring new 1L backpacked
the entire Appalachian trial, which runs
across the spine of the Appalachian
Mountains and from Canada to far South
of the Mason Dixon Line, not to men
tion that he had rafted 250 miles of the
Colorado River.
The SBA's mentoring program has
already started to pair 2L and 3L law stu
dents with entering students in a process
that aims to educate 1Ls about law school.
But with students as talented as these, it
remains uncertain who will be learning
from whom.
•

Current and Former Law Students Play
Important Role in Professor's Council Bid
BY JOHN WALKER

Staff Writer

Third year Jamie Long lends his national
campaign know-how to Professor Cheh as
student volunteer coordinator.

News
PLUS loans - page 2
Renovations - page 3

George Washington University law
students have played a leading role in the
increasingly visible campaign of Professor
Mary Cheh to become the representative
for Ward Three on the District of Colum
bia Council.
When Professor Cheh first decided
to enter the race in the spring semester of
last year, a group of about ten students
helped form "Students for Cheh," a group
that allowed them to gain exposure to
local politics while assisting the popular
professor with her political campaign.
Members of the group attended house
parties with Professor Cheh, worked to
recruit additional volunteers, and even
researched policy issues including educa
tion, criminal justice, and tax reform.
Student involvement, however,
trailed off during the summer. Many
students participated in judicial intern
ships, and under government ethics
rules, judge's clerks and interns cannot
participate in partisan political elections.
Additionally, many volunteers had to

spend time over the summer studying for the campaign's computer systems.
the bar exam.
In addition to the members of
Since the summer has ended, how Students for Cheh, Professor Cheh has
ever, student involvement has rebounded found support among area graduates
dramatically. Students for Cheh currently of the Law School. "We have had great
consists of about 86 students, including volunteers who are former students who
students of George Washington Univer are here working for firms or working the
sity Law School, students at other area government," Ms. Bairstow said. "People
law schools, and undergraduate students are working really hard and I think that
at American University.
says something about Mary."
Early in Professor Cheh's campaign
Professor Cheh and Ms. Bairstow
critics characterized her reliance on her have worked particularly close with 3L
students as indicating a lack of support Jamie Long, the student volunteer coor
within Ward Three. Since then, however, dinator for the campaign. Mr. Long is no
Professor Cheh has gained the support of stranger to politics, having served as a vol
the public service group Ward Three Ac unteer in Senator John Kerry's campaign
tion. The group interviewed the nine dif for President in 2004 and Timothy Kaine's
ferent candidates running for Ward Three successful bid for Governor of Virginia in
council members, and chose to give their 2005. But this is his first involvement in
support to Professor Cheh. Anne-Marie local campaigns.
Bairstow of that group now serves as Pro
"Local politics is a very different
fessor Cheh's campaign manger and the beast and very fjpn b ecause you get to
group has recruited a large volunteer base know the candidate and the area that she
composed of Ward Three residents.
would be representing," Long said. "It is
Ms. Bairstow said that the current also a very personal campaign because
and former students of Professor Cheh you are going door to door and seeing
have also worked closely with her in the the effect that this will have on people's
campaign, and have accomplished tasks
See CHEH page 3
such as assisting in debates and setting up
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PLUS Loans to be Available to GW Students Next Spring
BY EVAN MAYOR

Staff Writer
Law students who wanted a federal
Graduate PLUS Loan were disappointed
this fall but administrators say that the
loan will be available for the spring se
mester.
The new PLUS Loan, which went
into effect July 1, 2006, allows qualifying
students to borrow money from the gov
ernment up to the cost of their education
minus other aid.
Many other law schools offered the
PLUS Loan to students as an alternative
to private loans this semester. Unfortu
nately, administrators said that GW was
unable to process the new loan as a result
of a software upgrade of the University's
database.
"It was unfortunate that we were
not able to accommodate students who
wanted to use the Grad PLUS Loans for
the fall semester," Anne Richard, Associ
ate Dean for Admissions and Financial
Aid, said in an e-mail. "But, we are part
of a large University and are dependent
upon the University's technology (which
generally serves us well)."
Alexa Kim, Executive Director of
Information Systems and Services for
GW, said that the University spent the
summer updating Banner, the University's
administrative software. Kim said the
update is finally complete and that the
new Banner software can now process
Graduate PLUS Loans.
Graduate PLUS Loans offer stu
dents a number of advantages when
compared with private loans: 8.5 percent
fixed interest rate and forbearance and
deferment options.
However, Nancy La Motta, GW
Law's Director of Financial Aid, said that
the new loan is not for everyone.
La Motta noted that while most
students at GWwho do not have excellent
credit might find Graduate PLUS Loans
attractive, students with excellent credit
might want to continue borrowing private
loans because it is possible that their inter

est rates will never rise above the fixed rate
offered by the PLUS Loan.
Many students are nonetheless
quite upset with GW's delay in offering
the loan.
Neil Chilson, 3L and Executive
Vice President of the Student Bar As

spring."
Chilson added that he plans to
assign an ad hoc committee within the
SBA to monitor the Graduate Plus Loan
situation.
La Motta herself admitted that her
office has fielded a number of complaints

town University Law Center were allowed
the opportunity to apply for PLUS Loans
for the fall semester.
According to Charles Pruett III,
Director of Financial Aid at Georgetown
Law, "Georgetown was in a different situ
ation than lots of schools."

Class of 2006 Loan Statistics
447/ 502 borrowed some sort of loan.
Aggregate Amount Borrowed: $43,257,238
Average Debt: $96,772
Average Monthly Payments: $890
Frequency Analysis for Amount Borrowed:
14 students (3%) borrowed between $10,000 and $19,999
127 students (28%) borrowed between $100,000 and
$124,999
26 students (6%) borrowed between $150,000 and
$199,999
Source: GW Law Financial Aid Office

sociation, said that while the SBA has
not received any official complaints from
students unable to access PLUS Loans, he
has nonetheless heard students express a
desire for them.
"It sucks that we don't have it, but
apparently it's understandable," Chilson
said. "I [personally] am just going to
suck it up and take advantage of it in the

from students and their parents, all of
whom wanted Graduate PLUS Loans
this semester, but said that her hands
were tied.
"We're dying to process it, trust
me," La Motta said. "The law school
isn't trying to deprive students of Grad
PLUS."
Meanwhile, students at the George

"Our system that we use is an older
one and oddly it seemed to be one of the
ones that was first able to handle Graduate
PLUS," Pruett said.
However, Pruett noted that it was
still particularly difficult to accommodate
for the new loan in time for disbursement
to students. He noted that one of George
town Law's largest lenders reported that

See PLUS page 4

Professor Clarke Discusses Business in
China Over Lunch
the opening of the Chinese marketplace
to foreign investment and control.
Staff Writer
Legal barriers to foreigners entering
the marketplace, owning corporations,
If business in China is booming, or gaining market power have been
then the legal market is not far behind, widespread in China. Prof. Clarke said
Professor Donald C. Clarke spoke at a that Chinese officials are lowering a legal
brown bag lecture on specific legislation "wall" that was built years ago separatthat has helped China's
ing domestic business
growing private sec- < _ < Chinese officials are [rom foreign-owned
JJ
tor become larger. "In
.
businesses in China.
China, there has been
lowering a legal ' wall
Contract and arbitraa reduction to barriers that Was built years UgO t'on ^aws that once
to business in general,"
..
.
.
applied differently dehe said. "It is nothing
separating domestic
pending on if one were
earth-shaking, but very
business from foreign- a Chinese or foreign
gradually over the years QyVned businesses in China, busmesspersonaregenwe are seeing more and
erally being eliminated
more legislation that reor adapted,
duces these barriers."
With an influx of
Prof. Clarke, who teaches Law in foreign investment, however, has come "a
the People's Republic of China and Cor- modest increase in concerns by Chinese
porations at GW Law School, focused on people," Prof. Clarke said, noting that
BY PATRICK H . J. HUGHES

there have been some episodes of nation- country but now occupies an amorphous
alistic resistance to foreign companies, economic position. With the expansion
But Prof. Clarke does not see this as a of Chinese industry, employment opserious problem. "I certainly don't think portunities in China for law students to
it represents a change of heart by the Chi- assist corporations with the necessary
nese leadership about whether more for- legal framework to allow businesses to
eign investment is desired in China. This succeed are growing,
seems to me to be the type of problem
This inaugural brown bag lecture
that one typically gets
was a collaboration
of the Corporate &
from countries that
# . . [Developments in
have a lot of foreign
.
,
.
.
Business Law Society
investment."
Chinese ...law that have (CBLS) and the East
But the chang- allowed greater freedom in Asian Law Society
es are not merely in //|£? economy 0fwhat was f^ CBLS Pre
laws relating to purely
dent Michael Kreps
fiscal matters. Prof.
once the most populous said that there will be
Clarke gave specific
communist country . . . many such joint-efexamples of recent deforts by student orgavelopments in Chinese1
nizations in the cornbusiness organization law, partnership ing year. CBLS's next event will be a panel
law, and company law that have allowed discussion: "Regulating Corporate Moralgreater freedom in the economy of what ity," at 5:00 p.m., on September 20, at the
was once the most populous communist Law School Moot Court room.
•
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Lisner Renovations Plagued by Delays
New Lounge Expected by Late September
fill that within the next thirty days, the
student body is going to be able to enjoy
News Editor
a tremendous asset with the additions, a
tremendous asset that is going to boost
Despite promises from the Law the life of the school, its staff, and its
School administration regarding its students," said Dean Morrison. "Having
completion, students and faculty will the eatery and having the lounge and mul
have to wait at least another month for tipurpose space for student use is going to
renovations of the Lisner Building to be really affect the way that people feel about
finished. Some renovations may even not the law school."
be complete until the beginning of next
According to Dean Morrison, it has
semester, according to Senior Associate been difficult to locate qualified workers
Dean for Administrative Affairs Thomas and schedule work as a result of the build
Morrison.
ing boom in the District. Some elements
According to Morrison, the George of the building plan, such as the Uptowner
Washington University signed a contract Cafe on the first floor, are still subject to
in March of the current year with Twin the District of Columbia's permitting pro
Contracting, an Alexandria-based con cess. While he hopes that the process may
struction firm, to complete the renova be complete on the first of October, Dean
tions to the building by August 2006. Morrison says that it is "unlikely."
"There were time expectations but not
In addition, a permit necessary to
incentives in the contract," said Dean complete renovations designed to match
Morrison in an interview Wednesday. The the landscaping outside Lisner Hall with
law school was unable to ensure perfor landscaping outside other portions of the
mance of portions of the renovation by law school is still pending, despite the fact
certain dates, as is possible under some that the contract for the renovation was
signed in March.
construction contracts.
Because "it was imperative to have
The University, which is the con
tracting entity for the law school, previ faculty members into offices by school,"
ously hired Twin Contracting to reno Dean Morrison said, the law school
had Twin Con
vate the Lerner, 1
tracting
focus on
Burns, and Stock
"With a little patience, I'm
achieving those
ton buildings and
hopeful that within the next
changes prior to
to construct the E
thirty days, the student body
the beginning
building as part of
of school rather
the master plan for
is going to be able to enjoy
than the creation
renovations that
a tremendous asset with the
of the other facili
emerged in 1999.
ties. There were
Twin Contracting
additions, a tremendous
also considerable
had no previous
asset that is going to boost
delays in obtain
problems with the
the life of the school, its
ing replacement
timely completion
windows for the
of work, accord
staff, and its students."
ninety percent of
ing to Dean Mor
- Dean Thomas Morrison
Lisner windows
rison.
that had to be re
The conpaired prior to the
struction on the
student lounge and conference center is faculty moving into the building.
"In the big picture, I don't think that
behind schedule by approximately thirty
days. The construction on the second floor it has been too disruptive to the school,"
and the finishing touches on the first floor Dean Morrison said about the delays.
are scheduled to be completed by Septem "I think students are going to have an
ber 18, and the school plans on holding outstanding lounge and facility to have
its first event in the new conference center student events in, and it's going to add
another 100-150 seats and study space,
on September 22.
as
well as breakout space for students to
"With a little patience, I'm hopeBY NIKHII. SHIMPI

use.

frames, frosted glass and glossy grey bul
Morrison also added that the Lisner letin boards that set the decorative tone
renovations that form part of the plan for the rest of the law school. The second
were predicated on the Elliot School of floor student lounge features a kitchenette,
International Affairs and the School of a dome ceiling and dark wood paneling
Business moving to their current respec that contrasts with the white walls. It is
tive locations on E and G Streets NW. The comparable in size to the lounge on the
Biology and Anthropology departments first floor of the Lerner building, which
still share space on
^ seats approximate
the first floor of the
ly twenty to thirty
The renovations to Lisner people.
building that the
Business & Elliot
Historically,
include a fast casual
Schools once oc
the complex of in
cupied. When the restaurant, seminar rooms, terlocking buildings
two schools finally
lounge space, a conference that comprise our
moved out of the
room, alumni office, and law school emerged
Lisner Building early
slowly from the prefaculty offices.
this year, construc
WWII Stockton
tion was able to take
building under the
place.
guidance of former
"The Lisner renovation is a result GW president Cloyd Heck Marvin in
of a study undertaken in 1998-99," said the 1980s.
Dean Morrison. "We contracted people,
Looking to the future, rumors of
architects, to come in, listen to different a planned expansion for the law school
departments and divisions in the school given the new facilities remain merely
and listen to what their space needs were, rumors according to Dean Morrison. The
and from that we developed a program school has expanded due to increased
matic plan for the entire law school. We student acceptances and a demographic
have done renovations for all of the law bulge in younger students during the
school plus [building] the E building, and recent period of moderate job growth.
renovations of Stewart and Lisner."
"There is not and has not been a plan to
The renovations to Lisner include expand the student body, but the student
a fast casual restaurant, seminar rooms, body has expanded over last couple of
lounge space, a conference room, alumni years. If you were to talk to the Dean, he
office, and faculty offices. Under the di would tell you that his plan is to shrink
D
rection of businessman Robert Parks, the the law school."
Uptowner Cafe will be open from break
fast to dinner and will feature casual fare CHEH from page 1.
such as soup, sandwiches, chips, candy,
lives."
and sodas.
Professor Cheh's campaign has
The faculty offices on the fourth,
fifth, and sixth floors of the Lisner build gained tremendous momentum in the
weeks leading up to the Democratic pri
ing have been complete since the first
week of August, except for minor finish mary on September 12. She has gained the
ing touches, and almost indistinguishable coveted endorsement of the Washington
in design from the warren of offices on the Post. In an editorial on August 22, 2006,
floors of the Stockton budding that adjoin the Post opined that Professor Cheh "has
the Lisner building. Whde the alumni of the breadth of experience; understanding
fice recently moved into its new office on of local government; and commitment to
the second floor of Lisner, the remainder fiscal prudence, accountability and good
of the floor remains shrouded in plastic government that will make her a first-class
wrap and littered with scaffolding. Plaster addition to the D.C. Council."
The Post also referred to Professor
coats the floor with a thin layer of white
Cheh's position at the Law School, not
dust.
The new faculty offices feature the ing that "Ms. Cheh's legal skills - she
same dark wood paneling and doors, blue is a tenured law professor at George
Washington University - along with her
involvement in community schools as a
teacher, and the experience she gained as
a prosecutor, also make her well suited
to discharge her legislative and oversight
responsibilities."
Professor Cheh has also been en
dorsed by the DC Sierra Club, The North
west Current, and the DC Firefighter's
Association.
According to Mr. Long, Students
for Cheh foresaw Professor Cheh's suc
cess from the beginning. "We knew it
was going to be tough, because we knew
it would be a packed race. But we knew
that she was easily the best candidate in
the race," Long said.
Mr. Long predicts that if Professor
Cheh is successful in the Democratic
primary, traditionally the route to victory
in general elections in heavily the Demo
cratic District of Columbia, she will prove
an invaluable resource to law students at
the University who desire to intern with
her in her capacity as city councilwoman
and learn about the functions of local
government.
•
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Winners Announced in
SBA Internal Writing
Competition
Oxley on U.S. Capital Markets" and Mat
thew Dowd's "Elimination of the Best
Assistant News Editor
Mode Requirement: Throwing the Baby
Out with the Bathwater?" came in third,
Chris Martinez '06 was recently fourth and fifth place respectively and the
announced as the winner of the Law writers were each awarded $100 for their
School's second annual Internal Writing contributions.
Competition (IWC), sponsored by the
Jeschke said that while the SBA
Student Bar Association (SBA).
would have liked for outside practitioners
According to Eric Jeschke, 3L and or alumni of the Law School to judge the
SBA Director of Academic Affairs, the IWC, scheduling conflicts and deadlines
SBA received 38 ^m
were such that it
interesting entries
was necessary for
"/ wrote the paper for my
on a plethora of
the SBA to recruit
topics, including
independent legal research writers on the vari
Islamic Law and
ous journals at the
course during the spring
Voice over Internet
Law School to
semester. There was so
Protocol (VoIP)
judge it instead.
Communications.
Amy Granger,
much in the [newsjpapers
4L and staff writ
This was at least
about wiretapping and I was er on the George
partially a result of
Washington Law
the fact that SBA
already reading so much
Review, served as
requirements with
about it, I figured I might as one of several judg
regard to submis
well write my paper on it."
es for the IWC and
sions for the IWC
said
that almost all
were somewhat
- Chris Martinez,
of the entries which
broad. The SBA
Competition Winner
she read were intelonly required that
ligently researched
pieces exceed a
and written.
minimum of 15
"I have to admit, I was tremen
pages. It encouraged students to submit
pieces on any topic, even those which they dously impressed by the quality of the
had written for independent legal writing writing," Granger said. "Just about every
submission we got was high quality, very
or paper-based classes.
As the winner, Martinez took well-written and supported with great
home a $500 cash prize for his piece en legal analysis. Honestly the most diffi
titled "Can You Hear Us Now? A Legal cult thing about the IWC was excluding
Analysis of the President's Eavesdropping papers."
Jeschke admitted that former SBA
Without Court Approval."
Martinez, who currendy works at President Eric Koester had initiated the
the Department of Interior, said that he IWC the previous academic year with a
drew inspiration for his paper from read vision to publish as many student writings
ing about current events and from various as was possible. Because of monetary
issues and time constraints, however,
individuals' blogs.
Koester's vision
"I wrote ^
has been left un
the paper for my
"I have to admit, I was
fulfilled.
independent legal
Jeschke
research course
tremendously impressed by
said that during
during the spring
the quality of the writing,"
its first year, all
semester," Marti
entries to the
Granger said. "Just about
nez said. "There
IWC were pub
was so much in
every submission we got was
lished in a large
the [news]papers
high quality, very well-written
bound volume.
about wiretap
This
year, how
ping and I was
and supported with great
ever, the SBA
already reading
legal analysis. Honestly the
aims to create a
so much about it,
smaller journalmost difficult thing about the
I figured I might
sized publica
as well write my
IWC was excluding papers."
tion.
paper on it."
-Amy Granger, Competition
"[Only] the
Although
five
winning
en
Martinez con
Judge
tries will be pubsulted various
lished," Jeschke
blogs on legal
and political issues while writing his said. "[The SBA] just figured that it w as
entry, he noted that one in particular, more trouble than it was worth to have to
"Unclaimed Territory" by Glenn Green- edit all 38 entries for publication."
Granger, however, noted that she
wald (available at http://glenngreenwald.
blogspot.com/), provided him with con hopes that all IWC participants who were
not selected for publication in the Internal
siderable inspiration.
Jason Gould '06 came in second in GW Law School Writing Collection will
the IWC and was awarded $300 for his submit their pieces to outside publications
piece entitled "Immigration Backlog in for consideration.
the Federal Courts: Constitutional Solu
Jeschke said that the judges and the
tions."
five winning writers are currently in the
Dan Taylor's "The Ancient Writ in process of editing their pieces. The "Inter
a New Kind of War: Is Habeas Corpus nal GW Law School Writing Collection"
Relief Available to U.S. Citizens Detained is expected to be released by mid-October
Abroad in the War on Terrorism?," Greg of this year and will be made available to
•
Leon's "Stigmata: The Stain of Sarbanes- faculty and students.
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PLUS continued from page 2
La Motta said that disbursement of
only 15.7 percent of the law schools which
were eligible to offer Graduate PLUS the Graduate PLUS Loan tested success
fully last week with GW's new database
loans in the fall actually did.
"It was just not a clean implementa software. As such, students who wish to
do so may take
tion by the [fed
advantage of the
eral government]
new loan for the
on this one," Pru"I think the important thing
spring semester.
ett said. "Usu
Students
with Graduate PLUS is
ally there is a full
may cancel their
academic cycle
to know it's an option for
private loans and
before implemen
students to consider, whether switch to the
tation happens.
PLUS Loan by
It really caught
or not it's their best choice,
applying for the
the financial aid
and getting the word out is an new loan online
field in general
off guard because
important thing."
through a lender
of their choice and
they weren't ex
by informing the
pecting this pro
~ Charles Pruett III
Office of Finangram to be the big
push."
^
wmmmmm^cial Aid of their
intensions before
Still, Pruett
said that the majority of Georgetown Law December 1, 2006 to facilitate a smooth
students chose the Graduate PLUS Loan transition to the new loan.
More information on the Graduate
over private loans for the fall semester.
"I think the important thing with PLUS Loan will soon be posted on the
Graduate PLUS is to know it's an option portal and on the University's website;
for students to consider, whether or not it's most major lenders have already posted
their best choice, and getting the word out such information on their own websites.
•
is an important thing," Pruett said.
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SPECIAL SECTION

Section 11 Candidates for SBA Section Senators
Thaddeus King
In order that you select the most qualified senator from section 11, it was determined that a 200-word blurb and perhaps
a speech of some sort would produce the best result. So here I am to tell you about myself. I grew up in a small city in Eastern
Tennessee and attended school at the University of South Carolina. After graduating, I took a year off from school and worked
in Japan before coming to George Washington.
I don't really know much about politics and I certainly don't know much about student government. I know that in high
school the student government's most important role was to ensure that each class had the best prom ever. I've heard that law
school is a lot like high school, so perhaps that is the most important part of SBA.
So I guess in the spirit of politics, I will make the baseless claim that if elected I will make sure that our law school prom this
year is the best one ever. Or at the very least, I will see to it that you won't have to pay your sketchy cousin to get you booze.
Thank you for your time.

Ben Everard
I was heavily involved in both the Student Government Senate and Executive Branch at the University of Miami, from
which I recently graduated summa cum laude and phi beta kappa. I initiated basic campus improvement projects, such as install
ing outdoor speakers for the campus radio station, as well as academic endeavors including the improvement of on campus
tutoring through the utilization of existing academic organizations. At GW, I hope to continue my involvement in improving
campus life as a representative for 1L, section 11. With only a few weeks of relevant GW experience, there are a number of
goals which SBA may be able to achieve that would assist the student body. Wireless network access was problem for a large
number of students, and targeting a more universally acceptable form of wireless access would be quite beneficial. Opening
empty classrooms for study usage between classes may help ease the overcrowding during studying. In the end, I simply look
forward to working in whatever capacity possible to enhance the quality of life at GW. Thanks for reading, and I'll see you
around campus.

Melissa Rassas
I am straight out of college. I have never had a job. My greatest accomplishment is organizing social events for my senior
class. All I really know how to do is drink (Black's makes a great coaster), and I want to use my fine-tuned skills to make your life
better. Here are my ideas:
• I'll set up a TWEN account so you can see and sign up for events.
• Dodge ball tournament
• Golf event with Professors
• Adams Morgan Pub Crawl
• Bowling competition
• College football + wings/beer at a bar
• Date Auction (I'll get local vendors to donate free dinners/drinks) to raise money for a Section 11 Hump day breakfast
• Discounted tickets to Wizards games
• Of course, the classic happy hour
• + if you have any ideas, I'd be happy to organize it.
So when you're in class, surfing the internet, please take a second and vote for me. Thanks!

Anthony Prestia
As first year students in law school, we know little about our fellow sectionmates and even less about our Student Bar
Association representation. Regardless, merely a few weeks into our acclimation process, we are forced to cast our vote for one
person to represent our section in the SBA. With little knowledge of our classmates and their qualifications, we are forced to
wonder how, exactly, does one best decide who to cast their vote for.
If this were a Food Network baking competition the choice would be simple: vote for the tastiest. If this were America's
Next Top Model one would simply vote for the prettiest. If this were Dancing with the Stars we would clearly vote for the person
with the sweetest moves. If we were on Donald Trump's venerable staff searching for the next Apprentice we would vote for
the most business-sawy. But, because this election is none of those things we are faced with a predicament. To this quandary
I can only offer this time-honored adage: "Why not have your cake and eat it too?"
Anthony Prestia can offer you all of these things and more. He's the prettiest, tastiest, sawiest candidate with the sweet
est moves on the entire ballot. He's a straight-shooter with upper management written all over him. Vote Anthony Prestia for
Section 11 1L Senator.

Trenton Bowen
To quote some girl who ran for student government my sophomore year of high school, "Yo, yo, yo!!" Thanks to all who
read these statements for your interest in our section. I have chosen to throw my hat in the ring because I'm determined to serve
our section and our class. This is one way I could do that. My idea of an ideal senator is someone who has the time, the com
mitment, and genuine desire to create opportunities for our section. He or she would work to help us get to know one another,
succeed in our first year academically, and be prepared for our futures by exploring interests and making connections in the
community. Most importantly, he or she would foster a spirit of friendship, cooperation, and respect as we move through our
first y ear here. I have no secret "free soda coming out of the water fountains at school" plan for this; instead, a genuine love for
you guys and a desire to get to know you better and help us all have a great experience here. Thanks!

Pn\
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SPECIAL SECTION

Section 12 Candidates for SBA Section Senators
Michael Williams
I could give you a bunch of stuffy reasons why I
would be a great choice for Section 12 Senator. I could
mention things like my experience in student govern
ment as an undergrad or my active campus involvement
(both then and now.) But the honest truth is none of
those reasons would matter, especially at a place like
GW Law that's filled with talented people with a lot
of similar experience.
So why would you vote for me? I don't think law school should be a place
that's constantly full of fear, worry, and angst. In fact, law school could be (and
should be) fun. What makes me a great candidate is this belief, combined with my
willingness to work really hard to actually make that belief come true. The GW
SBA has already proven its ability to make the law school experience a better one.
My primary goal, therefore, is to serve as an open line of communication between
the SBA and Section 12 so that your ideas can become a reality. Your ideas, com
bined with my willingness to listen and push for your ideas, would be sure to take
the "doom and gloom" out of being a 1L.

Monica Wahba
My name is Monica Wahba and I am a 1L in Section 12. To my delight, I have
met many of the first year students in my section as well as in other sections. After
attending an SBA meeting on September 5 and learning about what an impact the
SBA makes in our school, I decided that running for a position that would allow
me to be an active participant in not only the SBA but also Section 12 would be a
super idea. Aside from my personal power quest, I want to represent the interests
of Section 12, keep my section-mates aware of what is going on at GW Law, and
enhance intra-sectional as well as inter-sectional relations among the ILs. In closing,
I ask that you please sign on to the portal on Wednesday (September 13) and kindly
vote for me as section 12 Senator. Thanks. It has been real.

Moiz Ali
Moiz Ali [pronounced like boys, only with an M]
is a nationally-known student, former scientist and best
selling author. He is best known for his Pulitzer Prize
winning book, If the sex is just oral, it isn't immoral.
He's running for SBA Senator mainly out of spite,
but also in the hopes of doing something about those rat
traps in the library. If you can think of a better reason
for running than that, you should really consider run
ning yourself.
What can you expect when Moiz Ali is elected SBA Senator? Well, his op
ponents can expect unfortunate accidents to befall upon them. You can expect
more beer and shorter lines on Thirsty Thursdays.
Moiz doesn't have any fancy promises and new deals. He's a no non-sense
kinda guy who enjoys things like apple pie, football, bald eagles and the American
flag. If you like things like that, you should vote for him. He supports everything
you support and opposes everything you oppose. His opponents are all flip-floppers
and they all want to cut and run. A vote for Moiz is a vote against baby selling.
Think of your children, for God's sake. Keep America Beautiful, Vote Moiz Ali

Ricardo Javier Pineres
I am seeking the position Section 12 Senator because
I would like to serve the great members of Section 12 that
I have the honor of calling my classmates.
I come to GW after having served four terms as a
member of the James Madison University Student Sen
ate. For three of those terms, I had the immense honor of
serving as the Chairman for the Committee on Academic
Affairs where I spent countless hours drafting legislation to fight against cuts in aca
demic programs and increases in tuition rates. I enjoyed working with administrators
in an effort to improve the university environment, but the most important work that
I did was being a voice for student concerns.
There is a lot of stress involved with being a 1L, and if elected, I look forward
to alleviating some of that stress by being channel for you to bring up any concerns
that you may have. I also look forward to keeping you up-to-date with the happenings
of the law school. In summation, this position serves you, the members of Section
12, and I look forward to fulfilling that job description, and ultimately making your
1L year the best it can possibly be.

Carrie Johnson
I'm not really sure how to write this statement.
The fact is, I'm sure I'm not any more qualified
than anyone else to be Section 12's senator. We've
only been in law school for 3 weeks, which basically
means we still don't really know what's going on.
I do know, however, that I am genuinely excited
about school so far. That is the simple reason I
am running for senator of Section 12: I have had
a fantastic first few weeks of law school and I want
to help make the coming year even better. I know
the SBA will play a valuable role in that, and I would love the chance to represent
Section 12's interests as much as possible, since I know we are all going through
this crazy experience together.
For anyone who doesn't know me, I am from Nebraska and graduated from
(you guessed it!) the University of Nebraska with a journalism degree. I still haven't
met a lot of people, but I hope that changes sooner rather than later. I can't wait for
the upcoming year, and I hope I get the chance to serve Section 12 as its senator.

Brett Sheats
I would be remiss if I did not mention that
it is an incredible privilege for me to be a student
here at GW Law School. Just two years ago, I was
on the front lines of the war in Afghanistan as a
U.S. Army Paratrooper, leading missions that held
peril at least as severe as getting called on by Pro
fessor Banzhaf in Torts class. When I think back
to those days, I feel such gratitude to be amongst
everyone here.
I submit my Senatorial candidacy to you thusly: Be certain that each and every
day I will represent our section to the very best of my ability. There will soon come
days when the level of stress will be at an outrageous level. We will be tired, grumpy,
and unhappy. Know that on those days, I will be at my best. I have experienced 300
straight days of combat. You will be able to count on me to do my job, even when
none of us feel able. Just when you really need someone to organize a happy hour,
I'll be there to do it.
Vote for me, and all of your wildest dreams will come true. Thank you.
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Section 13 Candidates for SBA Section Senators
Sarah Kavianian
Hello all, you might know me as the girl in the 4th row who sits next to that hot blond girl with curly hair. I have yet to
be called on thankfully and my theory is that it's because my last name is a mouthful "Kavianian" which has served as a suf
ficient deterrence (we will see how long it lasts). I have decided to run as the section 13 Senator because I've got mad love for
this section.
As your Senator I will be responsible for planning events and representing any concerns you might have to the SBA. I
intend to organize 2L and 3L mixers because as we know experience is something you don't get till just after you need it, so
why not learn from those who have been there before?
Another great resource I will help us tap into is our professors. Not only are they awesome, but they also have their own
allocation of funds which they can use for events. We can have more interactions with professors and find out why Fontana
disproportionately calls on Mr. Pratt, or convince our contracts professor to play more Disney movies -or possibly Pirates of
the Caribbean due to his affinity with pirates. Todd the Bod can tell us the secrets of his perfectly volumized silver hair
And I really feel like cart lady deserves a raise to keep her "happy happy." In addition, I plan to bring you coffee and
breakfast before early morning crim, pizza days! Yes, I will bring you food and lots of it.

Jonathan Gordon
There once was a boy named Jonathan Gordon. When he was a wee boy he dreamt of becoming a senator, now you
have the opportunity to make that boy's dream come true. Not only was that young gentleman in enrichment class dur
ing elementary school, he also excelled at the best computer game on a floppy disk—Oregon Trail. His computer skills
only grew, and he is now able to use e-mail, which he checks frequently. He was also very good at the game "telephone".
Never once did he hear the word "orange" and relay it as another word. In fact, he now has a telephone with him at all
times. He always tried to be a good friend, fortunately for him this resulted in many names and checks on the board for
talking in class—because of this he developed large forearm muscles from copying copious amounts of bible verses. So,
to reiterate, he is OCD about e-mail, he always returns phone calls, he is very approachable, he doesn't have any trouble
speaking up, he has always dreamt of becoming a senator, and honestly, he rarely ever writes or thinks in the third person.
VOTE JONATHAN GORDON SECTION 13 Class 2009

Bryan Nese
Although some of you know me as "that guy that got my internet to work" or "the dude that broke Monica's camera," I
hope that all of you know me as "the guy that doesn't pop his collar and isn't raising his hand every class" (don't get me wrong,
I love you guys, the more you talk the less reading I need to do). Regardless, I'd like to take a moment to tell you why voting for
me as your section rep is really the only choice you have. I plan on being your "go to" guy for any and all problems that our sec
tion has. Offended by Professor Swaine's pirate jokes? I'm your guy. Too much reading in Crim Law? I'm your guy. Other little
known facts about me is that I have successful scaled Mt. Everest (twice) and helped Samuel L. get those f*&(#@ snakes off that
f*(&#) plane.
So vote BRYAN for Section 13 representative, unless of course, you hate children.

Ryan Bricker
The world is full of stories: Snow White, Jaws, Plato's Allegory of the Cave, Dirty Dancing. One you seldom hear, though,
is the story of Pac-Man—his troubles, his dreams.
I think this has something to do with the fact that the little yellow guy's life is unsettlingly similar to our own.
Consider: Pac-Man shows up every day in a maze with the expectation that he's going to be able to polish off a whole mess
of dots while four ghosts (who are faster than him) chase him down. And in the end, what does he get? Another maze.
We can all identify with that feeling. You could even call the ghosts Reading, Citations, Sleep Deprivation, and Loans. Or
you could call them Rent, Loans, Sleep Deprivation, and Reading. Whichever.
What Pac-Man needs—and what we need—is a nice network. The dots would disappear faster if Pac-Man had a few more
Pac-People running around with him, managing the dots, getting dots done.
And everyone—the Pac-People and ourselves—could use a few more of those big circles in the corners that let you relax
a little; you know, just take a break, eat the ghosts, have fun, stop worrying about everything.
So, to paraphrase, that's what I'd like to do: Set up a system to help us relax, go out, enjoy school, and process some
dots.

Arsenio Rodriguez
My name is Arsenio Rodriguez, and I am running for Section 13 Senator. I went to Lehigh University for college and
worked for two years in NYC as a consultant. During that time, I served on several different organizations, like the SBA, both
in my undergraduate and professional experiences. However, I am sure my competitors also have very similar experiences,
and therefore, I do not think it would help at all in determining who to vote for. Instead, let me tell you a little about me. I am
a huge sports fanatic with a passion for sarcasm. I am easily approachable, and I always welcome conversation on any topic
from schoolwork, classes, and politics to sports, movies, and favorite beers. If you wish to reach me, I am usually in a public
area cracking jokes or at a bar drinking with the rest of you. In addition, I really do want to be your senator. I think that I can
bring some good things to our Student Government in addition to bringing some fun to our section in the form of Section 13
outings and happy hours. I really appreciate your vote, and I'll see you all in the halls.
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Section 21 Candidates for SBA Section Senators
Tyler Norman
Ladies and Gentlemen of section 21 (part-time lL's),
My name is Tyler Norman and I am running for Section 11 Senator. It would
be my absolute honor to represent you in this fine legislative body. As part time /
evening students, we face many obstacles that the day students do not. Such as: LRW
on Thursday nights, missing much of the free food given by the many wonderful
societies, and the inability to liberally partake in the thirsty Thursday ritual. As your
Senator I will lobby for kegs in Civ Pro on Thursday's and for it to be catered by
Dominoes or Papa John's. I will also pressure President Jamal to bring the troops
home from this unjust war with Georgetown and secure our quad. We also need
to address the fighting between the MD's and the PhD's. I will organize a school
wide coalition of the willing to send in a security force with the sole mission of
protecting the innocent undergrads, whose lives, are being torn apart because of
this tragedy. We need accountability in the office but if we cannot find that, then
I am willing to accept the challenge. I have taken many polls and my campaign
staff believes this is a losing battle; however I refuse to give up. In closing I do not
advocate the clubbing of baby seals, very often. Thank you.

Andrienne Timmel
In reading Jean Giraudoux's quote, "We all know here that the law is the most
powerful of schools for the imagination. No poet ever interpreted nature as freely
as a lawyer interprets the truth," I am reminded that there is great opportunity for
fun, experimentation, and collaboration among the students and faculty at this great
institution. Since we have all taken that brave step in dedicating our minds and spirits
to the study of law for at least three years, I intend to make this the best experience
possible for the part-time program. I would like to take some responsibility for do
ing so off your shoulders and place it squarely on mine.
Last year I had the pleasure of serving as chair for my undergraduate senior
committee where I coordinated events with the career and development office. I
also served as president for the student-teacher association where I organized tutor
ing sessions in impoverished school districts. More than experience, I look forward
to bringing enthusiasm and fresh ideas to the table in representing us part-timers.
Working with the SBA, I will make sure that every opportunity for networking,
self-enrichment, and fun is available to our part-time class, making it the best year
possible.

Sarah Valario
I would very much like the opportunity to repre
sent our section as a Senator for the SBA. It is particu
larly important for our section to have a voice that is
heard because we are somewhat detached from our peers
in the day section. I would like to see this change. We
should have opportunities to attend events and associa
tion meetings and run for positions in them as the other
students do. Many of us successfully balance jobs and
school, and I am sure our enthusiasm and dedication
could benefit GW Law enormously if we are provided with more opportunities to
participate which will fit into our schedules.
I hope you will allow me to be this voice for you and speak up about our
concerns. Working on Capitol Hill as a legislative assistant, I know how to negoti
ate and reason with others who do not share my views. I work for a member of
another political party, so I have had to become especially experienced in listening
to the perspectives of others, and in representing their views. I want to be your
Senator to listen to your concerns and voice them to a body with the ability to
make changes.

Katie Durick
First off,I am excited to be here with all of oyu. Judg
ing from your comments, ability to balance work and school
and presence at bar review, we have an impressive bunch
and 1would be proud to represent you as Section 21 Senator
.
So ... a little bit about me. I hail (not hale) from
the great state of North Dakota, work for my Senator and
humbly assume they let me into GW to boost diversity
numbers. Like many of you, T am balancing school and
work, and understand the unique challenges it presents.
As the only part-time lL's on campus we're kind of special. Maybe a little older
and wiser, I believe we have a whole lot to offer the day-timers. As Senator, I would
work to make sure we feel connected to one another, to the day-time lL's and to the
larger GW community.
These are my goals and I have many ideas on how to accomplish this. More
importantly I want to hear your ideas on how to make this 1L year the best it can be.
We have quite the ride ahead of us and I am excited to take it with you.

Section 14 Candidates f(
Adam Pearlman
I've always enjoyed serving in student gov
ernment. I capped-off my undergraduate career
with a term on my student council, and loved how
I was able to affect campus life and promote initia
tives that students cared about. As the Facilities
Commissioner at the University of Construction
in Los Angeles, my main charge was making sure
that new campus developments were properly
tailored to student use, and that the buildings and
services already in-place continued responding to
ever-evolving student needs.
It's hard for me to believe that it's been three years since I left that post to
come work in DC. And, as GW continues to grow and improve, both in the
caliber of its students and in annexing new buildings, I hope to return to student
government duty as and ABA senator to ensure that all of our resources are put
to good use.
Our coming years here hold much promise, we know. My goal is to
make sure that our law school experience well exceeds our expectations, and
is something we can look back fondly upon for more than simply preparing us
academically for our chosen profession.
Thanks for reading. I appreciate your consideration.

Michael Vogel
Law school can be made a great deal easier when you are comfortable with
the people around you. The only way to do that is to get events going on after
class and on weekends that help us get to know each other. Aside from performing
the minimal tasks and voting on issues before the SBA Senate, I intend to use the
section's budget to organize a bunch of events around the area.
I have been living in DC for a number of years and have a good hold on the
different things that we could do. They range from the obvious alcohol-subsidized
events- like quiz bowls and happy hours, to the less obvious paintball fields located
a half hour into Virginia and Maryland.
I know that this seems like a minimal position... after all how much can a
1L really do? I intend to make the most out of the position and make most out
of our funds.
I w as Greek in college and planned a whole lot of events and parties in the
DC area- since I went to school down here. A reasonable person would vote for
me. Here are some words of wisdom: free booze!
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LLM Candidates for SBA Section Senators
Dipo Akin-Deko
My name is Dipo Akin-Deko. I am an LLM
student in Dispute Resolution and Litigation program
and a also candidate for the position of LLM Senator.
The position of LLM senator is one that focuses on
issues impacting J.D. and LLM student. This is a role
in which I have great familiarity with. I served as the
SBA President of my Law School last year. Under
my tenure, the Student Bar Association of Thurgood
Marshall;
- Doubled its spending budget
- Placed three of its members in national leadership positions including the
International President of the International and Immigration Law Society and
Chair/President of the National Black Student Association
- Placed SBA members on regional and national committees of the ABA
Law Student Division
- Expanded the size of the SBA organizations by 33%
My philosophy has always to been to listen first and act second. LLM
students, International and Domestic, have unique situations different from J.D.
students. With my experience as an LLM student and former SBA President, I will
be able address amy problems and concerns we may have in the most efficient and
beneficial manner. On September 13th, vote for the Candidate with experience:
Vote Dipo Akin-Deko.

Ajit Sharma
GWU has a big LL.M. class and perhaps that
justifies creation of senator positions for LL.M.
students in the Students Bar Association for GWU
Law School this year. Having been a member of
the Students Bar Council of National Academy of
Legal Studies & Research, Hyderabad, India for
three years I am a supporter of student governance
at various levels. I believe that I can use this prior
experience to resolve issues and assist in organization of specific events keeping in
mind the peculiar requirements of LL.M. students here at GWU.
Besides international trade, which is my focus area here at GWU I am also
interested and keenly follow developments in Int'l human rights, law of the sea
and Int'l environmental law. Moreover I believe that at the post-graduate level
almost half of our learning is done outside the classrooms, whether that be a light
chat with friends or participating in a conference or lecture and contributing to the
discussion and therefore I would law special emphasis on organization of various
events at the law school to ensure that LL.M. candidates make most out of their
GWU experience.

Keith Diener
Representing the dual foci of integration and
practicality should comprise the aspirations of the LLM
senatorial board and council. The aim of integration
encompasses promoting relations between LLM /SJD
students with both the faculty and the JD students. As
many graduate students come from other cities or even
countries, different law schools, and variant networks,
it is in the interest of both the graduate and JD commu
nities to reciprocally interact with one another to learn
from each other's experiences, extend our networks, and
build relationships. This aim can be attained through both graduate-student and
faculty events as well as graduate-student and JD events where we will together
interact and promote the law school community as a whole.
This aim of integration is supplemented by the aim of practicality- that
is, by looking at the law school, discovering what is needed to enhance our experi
ence, and providing these things to the student body. One obvious such need is that
there are not enough seats around the classrooms and in the library. Practical aims,
such as providing these seats should be supported by the LLM senatorial board
and council, and can be achieved! In sum, through integration and practicality,
we can realize and enhance a stronger community.

A.

Angelique Roc

It is my belief that leadership is neither a skill nor a
well taught practice but a trait innate in one's character. I
further believe that persons determined enough to em
bark upon a legal career are ALL leaders in their own
right. What sets representatives apart from the leaders
they represent is the drive, motivation and skills to serve.
My name is AnTonette Angelique Roche' and I
am seeking the position of LLM Senator for the 2006-2007 Academic Year.
In May 2006 I received my Juris Doctorate from The Southern University Law
Center in Baton Rouge, LA. During my matriculation I served my school in various
leadership capacities including: President and Charter member of the Thurgood
Marshall Club of America SULC Chapter, Student Bar Association Parliamentarian,
Member of the SBA Technology Committee and National Chairman of the Student
Board of Directors for the Thurgood Marshall Club of America and Director for the
TMCA Leadership Academy. Additionally, I am a member of several professional
and service based organizations including: American Inns of Court, The American
Bar Association, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
and a Rotary International Paul Harris Fellow.

r SBA Section Senators
Ryan Sanders
My name is Ryan Sanders and I'd like to work
to make the next three years of law school great by
representing section 14 as 1L senator. Specifically,
I want to improve the portal to include options like
individual scheduling tools, personalized links, and a
central source for campus life outside the law school
specific to your individual interests. I believe, as
we've been told, that our fellow section 14 students
will be our greatest source of support, friendship, and
future networking. It's fundamental to our enjoyment and success that we interact
and grow outside the classroom as a section and I hope to work with everyone
individually to create the most maximizing group activities. As finals inevitably
draw nearer, I will work to further the SBA's goals of a flexible final exam schedule
and expanding financial aid opportunities at GW Law. The position of 1L senator
gives our section the chance to impact decisions that will have the greatest effect
on our class. With fours years of service in undergraduate student government, I
have experience, ideas, and the excitement to be a great senator and I hope you'll
vote for me, Ryan Sanders, as section 14 1L senator.

Gina Jun
Hello, hello! My name is Gina Jun. I be
lieve many LL.M students, particularly those who
work full-time and/or attend school on a parttime basis, can feel somewhat disjointed from the
GWU law school community at large, and I want
to ensure that the concerns and opinions of LL .Ms
are amply voiced and heard in the SBA. For ex
ample, a majority of LL.M students in the litiga
tion and dispute resolution program are working
professionals and have difficulty attending events
scheduled during business hours (and during class hours, which are from 6-9
p.m.). I would like to make sure that the SBA and other organizations are continu
ally mindful of this fact and will accommodate LL.M students whenever possible.
In addition, I want to serve both the domestic and international LL.M com
munities by actively participating in the LL.M Council, as well as the SBA. I
intend to work closely with the LL.M Council by planning and organizing ac
tivities such as the LL.M Speakers' Series, Happy Hours and the LL.M Mock
Trial Competition. Along with initialing events catered to LL.Ms, I want to
strengthen present advertising and marketing avenues to bolster attendence.
I hope I have given you a solid glimpse of who I am and what I would like to
accomplish as LL.M senator this year. Thank you for consideration, and I look
forward to getting to know each of you this coming year!
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The Main
Attraction
This is my nod to film. Over the next six issues of Nota
Bene, I m going to make thirty film recommendations. The
recommendations include genre, cast, director, and some in
teresting facts about the personages or filming of the movie
or documentary. I hope to select an eclectic assortment of
films that you may not have seen and that I think are worth
a glance. I also plan to include some newer notables. And, if
you see me roaming the halls, feel free to give me a recom
mendation.
Sincerely,
Melissa Anagnosti

Washington, DC: Sports
Capital of the Nation's Capital
Thanks to the addition of the Na
tionals last spring, Washington DC is now
a four-sport town. Or five, if you want to
count soccer. Or six, if y ou want to count
the WNBA, which I won't. In fact, most
of you probably don't consider hockey to
be a real sport anymore, but what do you
know? In addition to DC's pro teams, we
have a number of college teams which are
also pretty good. For those of you new to
town, or those of you who couldn't care
less about DC sports, consider this your
primer/refresher on the exciting athletic
competition you will
probably be ignoring for
the next year.

sandwiches. This food is so delicious that
you'll completely forget that that you paid
$15 for it and that the Nationals are awful.
Well, maybe only for three minutes. But
there is hope—the new Nationals stadium
is set to be completed by spring 2008, and
we all know that construction projects
are always completed on time. When this
majestic new park is open, you will be able
to experience the thrill of transferring to
the Green Line with thousands of other
people at the same time! My only hope is
that they continue the policy currently in
use at RFK of using
ushers to guard only
the PNC Diamond
Club seats.

Football
The Washington
Basketball
Redskins went 0-4 in
The Wizards,
the preseason, but don't
who really need an
worry, you can still hear
established center,
(SUSPENSE) starring Lawrence Olivier and Joan all about their glorious
drafted some Ukrai
Fontaine, directed by Alfred Hitchcock. This is the film adaptation of the famous success on the NEW
nian guy who re
Daphne du Maurier's novel Rebecca. The plot line weaves from the South of France Triple X ESPN Radio:
minds ESPN.com of
to England, following the path of newlywed couple returning to the groom's famous 94.3 FM to the West,
Keith Van Horn. Ap
estate, Maderley. The gauche young bride, Mrs. de Winter, soon finds herself trapped 92.7 FM to the East, and
parently GM Ernie
in the shadow of the former, deceased madam of the house, Rebecca de Winter. This 730 AM all over DC. Oh
Grunfeld is drafting a
is one of my all time favorite movies, but you don't have to take my word for it: the yeah! But wait, why do
JONATHAN AUERBACH
bunch of centers with
flick won Best Picture at the 1941 Academy Awards. The DVD is extremely difficult we need three stations
tremendous upside,
to find, but I'm pretty sure you can order it on Netflieks. The 2001 DVD release has to cover such a small
and should even one
been shelved, which means that it likely will be repackaged and stuffed with a bunch geographical area? Well,
of the upside-filled
of new commentary, extras, etc. For those of you with Comcast cable, Rebecca is cur these stations purchased
youngsters develop
rently running OnDemand in the free movies section. An interesting fact about this by Fearless Leader Snyder have such weak into someone looking like an actual bas
and other Hitchcock films: Alfred Hitchcock often quietly inserted himself into scenes signals that you'll need to flip from one to ketball player, well, you can forget about
in his movies, and this movie is no different. You can find Hitch standing outside a the other as you drive through DC. Hope it. We all know how well the last big
phone booth in one of the scenes.
you have a lot of presets (also don't try man the Wizards drafted turned out, so I
listening to the AM station late at night think this is a good strategy. It's too bad
because it won't be operating past 5 PM). that guy from Senegal who only learned
' •
I b C Matador (BLACK COMEDY) starring Pierce Brosnan
With the Redskins firmly in control of the how to play basketball two years ago was
and Greg Kinear, directed by Richard Shepard. Originally premiering at the Sundance
local media, you can expect another 16-0 already off the board before the Wizards'
Film Festival, this comedy features a down on his luck salesman and a hired assassin
regular season on the way to the team's pick; he has unbelievable upside. I think
who find each other sharing a drink in a Mexico City hotel bar. The two later come
346,h straight Super Bowl title. Don't listen the Wizards are really being stupid here
together for a piece of mutually beneficial and unexpected business. The Matador is
to what those crazies at the Washington in not considering me as a potential draft
both well shot and superbly acted by Brosnan and Kinear. Brosnan even earned a
Post are saying.
pick as I have the most upside out of any
2005 Golden Globe nomination for his Best Actor Performance as the hitman, Julian
Over in College Park, the Terps thor player in the country. I have zero years of
Noble.
oughly trounced
organized basketMiddle Tennessee
ball experience,
State after squeak
and the last time
The big baseball news of the
(MUSICAL) starring Bing Crosby and ing by William
I actually played,
Donald O'Connor, directed by Robert Lewis. It's a classic Broadway production & Mary in their
summer in DC was the newly- I beat these two
about a Broadway production. The two leading male characters find themselves in a opener (I'm writ
opened Terrace Food Court at guys at the gym in
bi.id when they both sign different leading ladies to star in their new Broadway show. ing this on Friday,
RFK. Oh, and... they're also a game to 11.
This 1956 film is definitely kitsch but totally entertaining. It merits seeing for the Bing so if Maryland
Readers of
Crosby crooning and the Cole Porter music. Worth noting, this is Bing Crosby's second only won by 28
in last place.
this column last
act in Anything Goes. He filmed the same musical in 1936. Also worth noting, Bing points or less or
year maY have no
had dreams of becoming a lawyer when he entered Gonzaga College in 1920.
somehow lost, I
ticed that I failed
would be mocking them much more). to write even one sentence about the GW
The
team continues to gear up for what basketball team, which went undefeated
(DOCUMENTARY)
starring Elvis Presley, directed by Denis Sanders. Shot over six nights in 1970, Dennis will be the most pivotal game of the sea in the A-10 regular season before losing in
Sanders captured rehearsals and performances of Elvis Presley and crafted a brilliant son against Florida International in two the conference tournament. The Colonials
documentary with great music that will appeal to even non-Elvis fans. (I didn't know weeks. Hopefully Coach Friedgen won't were shafted in the NCAA Tournament,
1 liked Elvis's music until I came across this film.) Although not a comedian, Elvis make the mistake of looking ahead to this seeded 8th in the Atlanta regional and
surprisingly mfuses much humor into some of the rehearsal footage. What amazed game during the team's tune-up against having to face Duke in the second round.
me most about this documentary is that it shows how Elvis brought so many musical West Virginia. I'd be remiss if I didn't Having now surpassed last year's total
influences onto one plate. His music is rock, gospel, blues, jazz, and country. It's pretty mention the Hoyas' squad—they stink. commentary on the basketball team in the
amazing. According to his official website, Elvis received his first guitar in 1946 at the Also, I want to give a shout-out to the GW past two sentences, you can expect much
football team, which doesn't even exist more coverage of our squad in this space
age of eleven when his parents couldn't afford to buy him a bike.
anymore: if you guys still played, you in the coming months.
could probably beat Georgetown.
(DRAMA) starring Nicholas Cage,
Hockey
Michael Pena and Maggie Gyllenhaal, directed by Oliver Stone. World Trade Center
Baseball
Alexander Ovechkin is amazing. It
explores the story of two Port Authority cops who were two of the twenty people
The big baseball news of the sum is worth the $5 to sit up in the worst seats
pulled from the wreckage of the World Trade Center. This film is worth seeing once. mer in DC was the newly-opened Ter at the Verizon Center to watch him play
^ ery Hollywood' and stylized, it intends to be a tear-jerker and so it very much feels race Food Court at RFK. Oh, and the (along with the rest of the Capitals; I'm
like a movie. 1 found the sub-plot of two marines the most interesting part of the Nationals got new owners, and three of pretty sure 90% of Ovechkin's goals last
movie. The director, Oliver Stone, is a Yale drop-out who fought in the Vietnam War the starting pitchers have an ERA over year were unassisted). Sadly, his talent
and received the Bronze Star and the Purple Heart. Stone's movie Platoon is a semi- 5. And they're also in last place. Don't alone is not enough to carry the team to
autographical film about his experience in Vietnam. Another interesting tid-bit...the want to overlook that. The new food the playoffs, but now that captain and fan
original screenplay for Stone's Natural Born Killers was written by Quentin Tarantino, court features five new vendors, offering favorite Jeff Halpern has been cast aside,
who asked to have his name removed from the credits when he became dissatisfied such delicious fare as crab cakes, chicken only good things can be in the cards for the
with the end product.
• wings, catfish, and beef brisket BBQ hockey capital of the Mid-Atlantic. •

1.

Rebecca

Left-Wing Lock

•

Anything Goes

4.

Elvis: That's The Way It Is

5.

World Trade Center

Nota Bene
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I'm Just a Humble Corporate Slave Driving Myself
Into a Corporate Grave
Last Saturday I met an old high delight when we find the smallest detail
3.6 times more likely than non-attorneys and opinions of others. They dominated
school friend of mine for a nice lunch that appeals to us. When we succeed,
to develop major depressive disorder).
class discussion worse than any gunner
in Dupont Circle. She just moved to the someone else often necessarily has to fail.
Depression needs special mention and would simply not stop talking, even
District and will be starting in the com In business, sometimes one has to act im
because of its pervasiveness among not if interrupted. Often they shouted down
mercial litigation division of a large local mediately without full disclosure, merely
only lawyers but law students. The article other students. Sometimes the professor.
law firm in a couple of weeks, continuing to seize an opportunity while it is still
mentions an Arizona study that indicates Keep in mind that this all took place in an
her line of work as a legal secretary. Turns available. Not so
G
ARTLEBY
that incoming lLs elective course taken pass-fail, where there
out that she's discovered in the last seven much in law. At
suffer depression was virtually no incentive to compete. It
years a love for international politics, torneys need full
at rates similar to is hard to imagine what tools they would
which we discussed with great enthusiasm assurances that all
the general pop be in a law school environment, much less
at our table.
contingencies are
ulation. By the Mr. Foreman's New York firm.
"I thought about law school," she covered before anything can be done.
spring of the first year of law school, the
Combining both propositions would
said in that soft, buttery Georgia drawl Everything must be just so, fully in place
figure rises to 32%. It peaks at a whop be a logical suggestion: the law attracts a
I had fallen in love with in art class. "I and on the right track. Or nothing is.
ping 40% by the spring of 3L year. But large percentage of people who are basket
knew that it was something that I'd be
We have a lot of pressure to deal take heart: by two years after graduation cases from the start, and it only makes
good at, and I had plenty of legal-related with. But how does it manifest in our
it is at a mere 17%, or merely double the them worse. But that seems awfully de
experience in student organizations. But I lives? How do we keep it together?
normal rate.
featist. Instead, I present this hypothesis:
decided to focus on international develop
In some cases, not very well. In a
The question of cause versus cor working as an attorney can create a tre
ment, so this job is just going to be a way 1997 article from the City Journal that is relation presents itself. In one of the stud
mendous amount of tension for someone,
to bide my time before grad school."
now requisite reading for incoming lLs ies, the researchers questioned whether
but many of the negative effects depend
"So if you knew you would be a at many law schools, Jonathan Foreman lawyers were depressed because law
on the ability of each individual lawyer
good lawyer, what turned you off to the paints the psychological landscape of a attracts people susceptible to depression
to deal with it.
idea of becoming one?" I asked. "Surely white-shoe powerhouse: "The big [New or because practicing law makes people
I've seen the inner workings of only
you must have weighed it as an option." York City] firm I worked at was...a depressed.
a few law practices, but the way things are
Her eyes took on a sudden cynical cultural oddity,
My high- run have varied tremendously. There are
glint. "There's a difference between just Like [an English
school friend attorneys who internalize stress and use
being good at something and really feel boarding] school [A]n Arizona study... indicates
would vote for it to keep them hyper-focused, attorneys
ing like it's right for you -something that it was a nightmare
that incoming lLs suffer
cause, based on who project it onto their subordinates by
brings out your passion in life. I didn't world of irratio
depression at rates similar to her own experi lashing out, and some exceptionally pa
find it in law. I saw the mentality of the nal hierarchies,
ences and those of tient, resolute attorneys who simply don't
people I worked with at my five-man firm institutionalized the general population. By the
her boyfriend, a let it get to them. There are the types who
and learned what had created it. I took in bullying, and over,
spring of the first year of
law first-year associate will stay until 3 am on a Saturday night
J
all the screaming, the stress of deadlines, whelming peer
.
, ,
.
at a large firm in to tie up the loose ends of an important
billable hours, all the psycho clients with pressure. Like the school, the figure rises to 32%. It
town:
merger deal, happy to do their duty, and
whom you have to deal. There was always bad old USSR it peaks at a whopping 40% by the
"He usually those who will bitch and scream if they're
the risk of getting sued or losing a case, or combined gro„
•
r:}T
goes in at seven. asked to stay an extra thirty minutes.
of3Lyear.
even getting fired, if you didn't have things tesque inefficiency
On a good day,
As usual, none of this stuff is con
perfect down to the last detail."
with a culture of
he'll get off at five. clusive, but it should strike you as compel
"I knew that I didn't want to wake Orwellian surveillance, universal distrust, Usually, though, I won't see him until
ling. I've identified three main classes of
up one day when I was, say, fifty and real shameless sucking up, and constant dis ten, and then maybe we'll do something
lawyers: those who had issues to begin
ize that I had started as a normal person honesty."
together for an hour or so before he goes with, which will only be exacerbated by
and that my work had turned me into
But lest you think this is only a to bed. He's normally a chipper, sociable the nature of the job, those who roll with
a pathetic misanthrope. What a wasted case of a couple of whiners who couldn't guy - always smiling, kind, with a good
the punches and stay on their feet; and
fife."
hack it, I shall introduce some empirical word for everyone. He comes home, and those who are in a working situation that
I found her comments as incisive as evidence to the discussion. An article from every time it shocks me just how badly
overwhelms them despite their having
I did indelicate. They certainly deserve the Vanderbilt Law Review (52 Vand. L. drained he is, like the work has leeched all
taken as positive an attitude as they could
analysis. Does the legal practice re Rev. 871) about the well-being of attorneys the energy out of him. I never ask him,
hope for. As a little thought experiment,
ally turn normal people into hypertensive references several studies that sought to but I know it's just a matter of time before
you might want to keep an eye out for
monsters, as she suggests?
quantify the disorders commonly faced by he can no longer keep it up."
these archetypes in the real world, as well
It's not hard to see why people view them. They include alcoholism (estimated
Still, my own experiences tell me as assess which one you best embody, and
lawyers as uptight people. We absorb com at 15%); obsessive-compulsiveness (21% not to dismiss correlation. I once shared
decide on the outcome of cause versus
plex material and think of the most far among males, 16% for females), suicidal a college class with a few students who
correlation for yourself.
fetched ways to use it to serve the interests ideation (allegedly experienced by 11% of were all lined-up to attend top-tier law
of our clients. We develop astigmatism North Carolina lawyers for at least once a schools. All were aggressive, competitive,
Gartleby is a 2L at GW who enjoys
by reading thousands of case documents, month in a consecutive 12-month period), conceited, cold, garrulous, and almost
self-assessment, philosophizing, and ripping off
briefs, and court opinions and shriek with and depression (attorneys are reportedly completely inconsiderate of the rights
characters from Melville short stories.
•

A Story of K Street

Saloon

What if I told you that there's a the side walls. Pictures of stoic looking
somewhat unorthodox and yet surpris white guys and ironic old advertisements
ingly fun pub that peddles one of the finest adorn the brick walls. The bar hums like
upscale beer selections in the city? Would it's been there for a while; it's a strikingly
that be something
comfortable place.
that would interest
"' * F
But what really
you?
distinguishes the
U Street's
Saloon is its rules,
Saloon is such a
and for a bar, the
place. At first blush, the Saloon looks Saloon has a lot of them. It prohibits,
like most other establishments where one among other things, overly-loud talking
heads in order to spend money to slightly and smoking anywhere but at the bar. You
lower one's inhibitions. But the Saloon's can only buy a single serving of Urbock
staff takes their establishment very seri (one of the house beers); there's no music
ously, which might sound intense, but in playing; and there are no televisions on
fact actually translates into a lovely, if a the walls.
bit unique, drinking experience.
While this may sound a little like
The Saloon is tucked in the lower Footloose, t he rules work; in fact, they
level of some row houses near Ben's dovetail perfectly with the alcohol-as-soChili Bowl. There's a lengthy table up cial-lubricant concept. Instead of selling
the center and tables and chairs flanking you entertainment via mozzarella sticks,

Biff Around Toivn

goofy stuff on the walls, and thirty-seven I left the Saloon feeling like I'd been let
pieces of flair, the Saloon sells you others' in on an elaborate secret, like I was part
company. Team Saloon has no qualms of something special.
placing you and your party with strangers,
Perhaps this whole column is a com
and the relative lack of stimuli compels ment on my own character, an accidental
you and your party to chat. The whole Rorschach test. Maybe I can't sit down
atmosphere is a conduit for enjoying your and have an interesting conversation or an
friends' and maybe even a stranger's com exciting time unless I'm slightly to quite
pany, and the
drunk, denied
time flies by.
all other potenThe staff
But what really distinguishes the tial stimuli.
is obviously „
. .
alooti is its
very proud of ^aioon
us rules, and
ana for a bur,
bar, the not tJ^bI*

their establishSaloon has a
ment and take
its patrons' Sa
loon experience seriously. Well, seriously
as compared to, like, a Target employee.
It becomes clear to the patron that the
myriad of Saloon's rules is borne of
management's pride in its establishment.

lot of them.

had a solid time
and I sang the
Saloon's praises
to as many folks as I could. It's quite
likely you will too. I give the Saloon my
full-throated recommendation. Git 'er
done.
Effusive praise? biffgw@gmail.com •
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Whether it's Murder or Bankruptcy, Trials are Real-Life Drama
BY JOHN KEVLIN

Staff Writer
I became very accustomed to the
responses last Spring of fellow 1L class
mates when I revealed to them I was in
terning for a U.S. Bankruptcy Court judge
that summer: "Bankruptcy, that's.. .cool";
"Well at least you're with a judge"; "In
New Mexico! I heard it's really nice out
there." Being the optimist I am, I didn't
let these unenthusiastic (yet honest) reac
tions affect my excitement for working as
an intern for a federal (yet Article I) judge
that summer.
I couldn't blame them for those
pointed reactions, though. I sent out
resumes to all District Court and Circuit
Court judges in anticipation of excit
ing federal civil litigation, and I mailed
resumes to the Bankruptcy Court and
Magistrate judges as an afterthought.
Certainly, I thought, bankruptcy is not a
sexy area of law. Its laser-like focus on
administering people's outstanding debts
surely couldn't give one a broad enough
array of experiences to actually keep
them interested. In the end, where I was
going to be geographically that summer
outweighed other considerations, and I
began making plans to head West.
In just the first week I learned how
wrong I was. My first few days were
taken up with pretrial conferences and
learning the basics of creditor/debtor
and bankruptcy law. The newness of
it all kept my attention early on. After
reading about the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure applied in cases decades ago for cache of printing equipment stored at his
close to a year, it's quite exciting to see a house. We also heard from the debtor
judge enforce the general rules of pleading that the creditor and his brothers had been
or conduct a pretrial conference (although following him around, threatening him
this would only be of any interest to a law with chains and knives (there are parts of
student). By Wednesday, though, the fun this country still reminiscent of the wild
got started: We had our first trial.
West). We had to have security guards
The background: Two pro se par present throughout the trial to make sure
ties. The debtor was a big, old, bald guy, no violence erupted in the courtroom.
slightly resembling Chris Farley's SNL
How much of this was relevant to
character, Matt Foley (van down by the the outcome of the case? Virtually none
river, anyone?).
of it. This show
The other was a
down was more
former coworker After reading about the Federal about pride than
who, in a moment
the law. It sure
Rules of Civil Procedure
of poor judgment,
made for a fun af
applied in cases decades ago
loaned $10,000 to
ternoon, though.
Matt. Although
Just a week
for close to a year, it's quite
seasoned court
later we had an
exciting to see a judge enforce
staff hate when
other trial involv
parties are pro se, the general rules of pleading or ing an aging wom
for a green, wetconduct a pretrial conference an still under the
behind-the-ears
burden of a stu
intern, this was ( al t h o u g h t hi s w o u l d o n l y b e o f dent loan she re
entertainment.
any interest to a law student). ceived over twenty
They argued about
years ago. It was
why the debtor
quite a sad story,
was fired from his job (debtor: he was too yet it became strained after she brought an
competent; creditor: was a bit abrasive exhibit list of over a hundred documents,
with other coworkers).
which included every document she had
The debtor's former partner in a collected since she received the loan. She
printing press operation spoke about buy then proceeded to rattle through the list
ing thousands of dollars worth of printing one by one, merely describing what they
equipment off of Ebay, cross country were. When the judge finally put his foot
trips to Florida to pick up the equipment, down, telling her that an explanation of
and the debtor's ability to go into violent each document was unnecessary and that
rages at his partner's hardware store if his most were irrelevant, she broke down cry
judgment was ever questioned. He told ing and angrily recounted the psychologi
us the debtor lied on bis forms and had a cal and emotional anguish this debt had

caused her. She had lived below the pov
erty line since her schooling fell through.
She had lost her daughter, her home, and
now she was living in public housing and
applying for food stamps. Her cathartic
pleading ended with a poignant quote by
Gandhi, "Poverty is the worst form of
violence."
It was at that moment that I real
ized how significant every trial is. It may
not make national headlines, it may not
decide whether a person lives or dies, but
trials are the manifestation of a citizen
asking the court to decide a question of
great importance to their lives. It may not
be Law & Order, but you better believe
there is drama, and authentic drama at
that. The look onthat woman's face when
the judge announced that her student loan
debt, the debt that had plagued her for
decades, would be discharged and gone
forever was worth every second of sitting
through the description of her tax forms
since 1988. One doesn't regularly witness
an act of justice, and I knew I had seen a
tiny bit of justice that day.
After this summer many of us
probably feel the grip of cynicism slow
ing taking hold of us. We must always
remember, though, that we are in the
unique position to fight for and experience
justice on a regular basis. Acts of justice
on par with the 1964 Civil Rights Act may
not occur every day, but, because of the
profession we have chose, we will experi
ence thousands of smaller acts over our
careers. Makes the prospect of working
60 hour weeks someday a bit brighter,
doesn't it?
•

What's on your Cell Phone?
I recently saw an online cartoon
where one of the characters explains the
real purpose of cell phones. "[He] just
wrote, directed, produced, and distributed
a movie with his cell phone! ...and he just
got into Sundance!" (www.homestarrunner.com)
While you probably haven't used
your cell phone to distribute your indy
movie lately, you probably text message
on a regular basis. Now that you've gradu
ated from high school, your messages are
probably a bit more sophisticated than,
"cya 18r @ Strbks," or "lol...g2g." ...or
perhaps not. As it turns out, people text
message about nearly everything— from
confidential business arrangements, to
extramarital affairs. Where do all of those
text messages go?
Well, nowhere. They stay right
on your cell phone... even after you've
deleted them.
In a widely publicized incident,
a technology company, Trust Digital,
recently purchased 10 used cell phones
from E-bay and other refurbished cell
phone sites. While testing a piece of secu
rity software, Trust Digital found 27,000
printed pages of personal or confidential
information on those 10 cell phones. One
conversation gave a play-by-play of a man
cheating on his wife, while others detailed
pending business agreements, bank ac
counts, and passwords.
The married man had followed the
instructions to delete the messages before
he sold the phone on E-bay, but that wasn't
enough.
In the interest of speed, cell phones,
like hard drives, don't actually delete old
data. Instead, using inexpensive software
programs online, you can undelete just
about any messages that have ever been on
your phone... even messages from previ

ous owners. Advances in technology are government. It is analyzed and rehashed
often focused on convenience, since that's to affect everything from your medical
what the Consumer demands. Security, coverage, to television programming. In
and privacy can come second. It takes the wrong hands, it may be manipulated,
more time to completely delete a message and many fear it could be abused by the
from a cell phone's
government.
memory—time that
Big Brother is
AARON TITUS
the average consumer
already peeping. For
is not willing to give.
example, Writely™
Technology
is a new online word
advances also make
processor owned by
yesterday's gadgets obsolete. Again, to Google. It is a fantastic web application,
quote homestarrunner.com, "The word which simulates a desktop environment. It
technology means magic. It's basically will do just about everything a traditional
anything that's really cool that you don't word processor will do. It also has the
know how it works. And if it breaks, you built-in ability to do multi-user simultane
have to buy a new one." Chances are, your ous collaboration. In true Google style,
old cell phone either broke, or went out of the web application is free—a far cry from
style. The average person people changes what you'll pay for Microsoft Word. So
cell phones every 18-24 months. Where lookout, Microsoft—the consumer wins
is your old cell phone now? If that cell again!
phone is in someone else's hands, I hope
But is it really a victory for the
you never sent ^mmmm
^a, consumer? Con
or received an
sider Google's
Last year, there were more
embarrassing
pledge to save ev
or sensitive text
erything— your
than 250 confirmed cases of
message.
searches as well
George Washington University as
Privacy is
all e-mails
professors and staff placing
far more than a
for Gmail users.
convenience or
confidential student information Gmail already
nicety. False or
"virtually peeps"
... on insecure servers.
misleading in
at every e-mail
formation about
you send and re
your identity (or
ceive, analyzing
correct information in the wrong hands) the contents, and returning targeted adver
can easily influence how much you pay tising to match the subject of the e-mail.
for insurance, whether you can purchase Just like any publicly traded company,
a house, get a job, or even obtain oppor Google will be under additional pressures
tunities for education. And "guarding to maximize shareholder worth. Perhaps
privacy" means more than just protect sometime in the future, all of that infor
ing your Social Security Number, health mation will be just too valuable to leave
information, or e-mail address. Vast "private." When you write a document
storehouses of private information are on Writely, each keystroke is recorded on
maintained by private companies and the a remote server, and stored indefinitely.

Privacy Please

How will you ever be assured that once
you delete a document, it is truly gone?
Other far more common threats
to your privacy exist. Consider George
Washington University. Last year, there
were more than 250 confirmed cases of
George Washington University profes
sors and staff placing confidential stu
dent information (such as student Social
Security Numbers, birth dates, grades,
etc.) on insecure servers. It is impossible
to tell how many professors, staff, or 3rd
party vendors copy private student data
onto personal or company laptops. Even
with strict privacy policies in place, data
breaches can and do occur.
As long as we're talking about text
messages, have you considered what hap
pens to your work e-mail? First, the courts
have been pretty clear that employees
enjoy little or no expectation of privacy in
the course of employment. But remember,
just like your text messages, e-mails re
main on company hard drives indefinitely.
Because properly sanitizing a hard drive is
laborious and expensive, most companies
simply don't take the time to do it.
In a recent study, privacy special
ist and MIT graduate Simson Garfinkel
purchased old hard drives from law firms,
computer stores, and E-bay—235 in all.
Part time, and on a budget of less than
$1,000, he was able to recover thousands
of credit card numbers, detailed finan
cial information on hundreds of people,
confidential corporate files, thousands of
e-mails, and personal journals.
So, next time you throw away a hard
drive, or sell your cell phone, take an extra
minute to make sure that the information
is completely erased. And if you have any
especially damaging text messages on
that cell phone, consider giving it an acid
bath.
•
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A Glimpse Inside the GW
Law Democrats

Ten Great Places to Eat
For Under $10

I've been lazy in law school. While such a large organization while the Law
my classmates have been writing for the Republicans had become essentially de
DANIEL GREENSPAHN
law review, raising money to protect the funct, he admitted that the population of
environment, and helping politicians get a law school in Washington, D.C. is gener
elected into public office, I've been chug ally going to be more Democratic. He was
ging along
quick to add,
with classes
JASON SOMENSATTO
however, that
Washington D.C. is not exactly known for its stellar local cuisine. Nonethe
and laboring
less, from downtown to its more suburban neighborhoods, D.C. has its fair share
over my fan
tion was good
of good eats. And for the many of us living on borrowed money, a tasty meal need
tasy baseball
at retaining
not cost a fortune. So, for all those willing to live like a graduate student now so
team. With
members by
you don't have to later, here are ten great places to eat for under $10:
one year left before the "real world" takes providing exciting events.
away the student lifestyle I've become
He wasn't exaggerating about the
1. Amsterdam Falafel, 242518th Street NW (Belmont / Columbia) (Falafel
so accustomed to I've decided to take a events. The Law Democrats already
in Adams Morgan)
chance on all those student organizations have plans to bring Senator Barbara
Enjoy the best falafel in D.C. at this eatery in the heart of Adams Morgan,
I've avoided despite the tempting offers Boxer (D-CA) and GW Law alum Senator
which stays open as late as 4 a.m. on weekends for those leaving nearby bars after
of free pizza. Consider this column to Harry Reid (D-NV) to the Law School for
last call.
be like the free sample stations lined up separate events this semester. Baeza also
around Costco. I'll give you a taste of my indicated that potential 2008 Presidential
2. Five Guys, 808 H Street NW (8th / 9th) (Burger in Chinatown)
experiences and if you like what you're candidate and former Virginia Governor
Recognized as the #1 burger in D.C. for 6 consecutive years, Five Guys has a
eating you can spend your own money Mark Warner had just accepted his invita
Chinatown location that is the perfect place for enjoying a juicy patty in the center
on the full meal. If you don't, maybe you tion to come speak at the Law School later
of one of D.C.'s newly revived neighborhoods.
will enjoy the pigs in a blanket down the in the year. And if the standard political
next aisle.
rhetoric is not your cup of tea, you may
3. Breadline, 1751 Pennsylvania Ave NW (17* / 18th) (Sandwich Down
town)
still enjoy these events as Baeza told me
Week 1: The GW Law Democrats that they try to incorporate legal issues
For those willing to brave the crowds, Breadline's sandwiches are among
Introductory Meeting.
into all of the events they present.
the tastiest bargains in downtown, especially since other nearby lunch spots can
The first meeting of the year for the
be hit or miss.
Maybe you are impressed with
GW Law Democrats played out more like the lofty aspirations of the Law Demo
a pre-game pep talk in a football locker crats and the star-power of the speakers
4. California TortiHa, 3501 Connecticut Ave NW (@ Ordway) (Burrito
room than a typical info session for a they attract and just want to know where
in Cleveland Park)
student organization. Although President to sign-up. Well, before you start request
Offering dozens of tasty Mexican entrees, including unconventional offerings
Dan Baeza laid out a few administrative ing your congressman to raise taxes on
like a Thai chicken burrito, Cal-Tor consistently pleases at its several D.C. locations,
details about the organization, most of your future big law job, the only advice
including in Cleveland Park across from the Uptown Theatre.
the meeting was focused on rallying stu I would give seems obvious: make sure
dent support to help secure a victory for you're a Democrat. If you're like me,
5. Moby Dick House of Kabob, 1300 Connecticut Ave NW (at N) (Shish
the Democrats in the upcoming midterm when people ask you whether you are a
Kabob in Dupont)
elections.
Republican or a Democrat you usually
Shish kabob groupies need search no further, as this family-run restaurant's
One member passed around bumper find a way to skirt the question mainly
Dupont location serves up some of the capital's best Middle Eastern food at stu
stickers and pamphlets for the Democratic because you just don't care enough about
dent-friendly prices.
candidate in the Virginia Senate race. politics to tell the difference between Joe
Another individual advertised an orga Lieberman and John McCain.
6. Nooshi, 1120 19 th Street NW (L/M) (Noodles in Foggy Bottom)
nization called America Votes that was
Part of the locker room effect of
The name of this Foggy Bottom restaurant suggests its dual offerings, noodles
looking for volunteers to head to Penn the Law Democrats meeting, however,
and sushi, yet true epicureans will do best by skipping the sushi and instead order
sylvania to help get out the progressive is that members assume you are already
ing one of the first-rate noodle dishes.
vote for the election. Students also signed on the team once you show up for the
up to volunteer for "Election Protection," meeting. You should expect to hear the
7 . Arnrna, 3291 M Street NW (33rd St / Eton Ct) (Dosas in Georgetown)
which involves monitoring polling sta occasional Harriet Myers or Dick Cheney
Though the prices at other Georgetown restaurants seem to rise like the cost
tions for potential voting fraud. Baeza joke. Baeza also admitted that he liked
of gas, Amma continues to offer delicious Indian cuisine at affordable prices, and
assured the group that past volunteers (lets making the Federalist Society's life dif
its all-vegetarian menu is inviting enough to attract even the most committed of J
call them election protectors) witnessed ficult. "You can quote me on that." And
carnivores.
instances of voter disenffanchisement and when I asked him if he would ever date
other "dirty" activities. This validated my a staunch Republican, Baeza responded,
8. Rockland's, 2418 Wisconsin Ave NW (Calvert / Observatory Lane)
theory that the retirees working the polls "I'm happy with my staunchly Demo
(BBQ in Glover Park)
must be shady characters. Would you ever cratic girlfriend." Sorry to all you ladies
For most D.C. residents Glover Park is not a destination, but Rockland's
volunteer to spend all day in an elemen in the Alito Fan Club.
offers a compelling reason to make the trip for what's been dubbed the best slowtary school gym searching through a giant
cooked BBQ in the area.
Well, if you like what you sam
book for last names when you could be at pled here, the GW Law Democrats are
home watching the Price is Right instead? looking for volunteers to help with the
9. Busboys & Poets, 2021 14 th Street NW (U / V) (Pizza on U Street)
Me neither.
D.C. and Maryland Primaries on Sep
Equal parts coffeehouse, chic restaurant, and performance space, Busboys &
It would be a mistake to assume tember 12th and with Professor Mary
Poets on U Street provides a hip backdrop for picking from among a varied menu
that the GW Law Democrats could not Cheh's campaign for a seat on the D.C.
of options - including one of a dozen pizzas - any afternoon or evening.
possibly have an effect on the upcoming Council representing Ward 3. If not, I'll
election. They are one of the largest orga be cooking up something new for my next
10. Eastern Market,225 7th Street SE (North Carolina /C Street) (Produce
nizations in the school, and potential 1L column. If you have any suggestions or
on Capital Hill)
members filled most of Lower Lerner at would like your organization profiled,
Eastern Market has been in operation for more than 100 years, and today you
their first meeting. When I asked Baeza send your requests to jsomensatto@gmail.
can still enjoy the fresh produce sold at its outdoor farmer's market while exploring
how the Law Democrats had put together com.
•
the local crafts fair and flea market in this neighborhood near Capital Hill. •
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OPINIONS
The Politics of Pointed
Fingers

The Big Question
This issue of Nota Bene will hit the war." Yet, if the President and Secretary
hard lounge the day after the fifth anniver- of Defense are to be taken at their word,
sary of 9/11.1 mention this, not because we have a new enemy to focus on and
you need to be reminded, but because fear.
you probably already have been. It is
Islamo-fascism has become the new.
no coincidence that within the last two buzzword in describing the terrorist threat
weeks the administration released an 'up- - a direct reference to Iraq's neighbor,
dated' Strategy to Combat Terrorism, the Iran. Unfortunately, the term is as blunt
Vice-President spoke
an analytical instrudosH TEITELBAUM
before the Veterans
ment as the 'war on
of Foreign Wars, and
flip J pff
terror.' It is used to
both the Secretary of
J
evoke fear and portray
Defense and President made speeches Democrats as modern day appeasers. I
in front of the American Legion. The defer to Fareed Zakaria's latest column
public relations onin Newsweek to deslaught continued.
strQy the historical
The President spoke
By declaring war on
analogy between Iran
later that week for a
terrorism instead of
and Germany. Yet, the
group of military of_
'
President continues to
ficers and then again terrorists we have lumped believe that because all
at the White House
together related but
terrorists "share the
- all on terrorism.
.
same tactics, which is
This is the same
disparate symptoms Of
to deStroy people and
coordinated effort by
similar root CttUSes . . . things in order to crethe administration
ate chaos in the hopes
we have seen come
that their vision of the
election time since the
world becomes pre2002 midterms to raise the salience of the dominant in the Middle East," that the sonational security issue and force voters lution to defeating them will be the same
into a false choice between their security in each case.
Simply because terrorists
and voting for a Democrat. If you don't use the same means does not mean they
think that's the plan, then just ask the share the same ends or are motivated by
man who coordinates the administration's the same goals. Hamas is different from
politics. In a speech for the Republican Hezbollah is different from al-Qaeda is
National Committee nine months ago different from Iran. As Daniel Patrick
that the Washington Post referred to as Moynihan wrote, "the crucial stage in
"a biting preview of the midterm elec- solving a problem in government is that
tions," Karl Rove accused Democrats of point where one defines what kind of
having a "pre-9/11 worldview." You have problem it is." By declaring war on terrorbeen warned. The midterms have finally
ism instead of terrorists we have lumped
arrived.
together related but disparate symptoms
Well, if there's one thing that Demo- of similar root causes, making it more difcrats can learn from Rove, it is to attack ficult to fulfill the primary responsibility
your opponent's strength. Fortunately for of our government - keeping Americans
Democrats, they needn't resort to drag- safe. And, the reality on the ground in
ging President Bush's personal military Iran? President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
record through the mud (see Senators publicly opened a heavy-water reactor
McCain in 2000 and Kerry in 2004). last month, a facility whose most useful
Democrats only need to point to the state purpose will likely be the production of
of the planet.
plutonium
Afghanistan, the site of AmeriIf this is "a multi-front war,
ca's widely supported and justified action requiring every element of our national
to remove the Taliban and eliminate Al- power," as Vice-President Cheney said
Qaeda, is experiencing a resurgence of to the V.F.W., then why hasn't he asked
insurgents. The New York Times reported the sacrifices of the people and mobilized
on September 2nd that the country's the home-front in the ways that F.D.R.
opium harvest is at its highest levels re- did? If the "free world must draw the full
corded ever, due largely to Taliban rebels measure of our strength and resources to
in the South. NATO forces last week had prevail," as the President said last week,
to initiate a major offensive to counter the then why hasn't he enlisted the free world
Taliban in a region formerly controlled by in new institutions like Truman did? Bethe United States. Where did we feel the cause the administration continues to see
need to redeploy them?
yesterday's anniversary as an opportunity
In what must have been inconve- to launch political campaigns and pretexts
nient political timing for the administra- in speeches for failed, misguided policies
tion, the Pentagon just released its quar- rather than a day of remembrance,
terly report on Iraq. The report's scope is
Democrats campaigning this year
comprehensive, but the bottom line in the ought to ask their constituents a simple
country right now is security. Since mid- question: "Do you really trust these guys
May, Iraqi casualties are up 51%, reaching to keep you safe?" Perhaps then we can
120 a day. The report concluded that "the see shades of the early Truman that made
continued violence in some areas, espe- his name running a special Senate comcially Baghdad, hampers the formation mittee to investigate war-profiteering durof legitimate institutions. In some towns ing World War II. In a cover story on the
and neighborhoods, local illegal armed committee in 1943, Time magazine said
groups are seen as the primary providers that "for a congressional committee to
of security and basic social and essential be considered the first line of defense.. .is
services." The lack of American and encouraging to believers in democracy."
Iraqi-provided security has left a power We should expect the same from our
vacuum being filled by militias who are Congress,
doing the governing. In his testimony for
the Senate Armed Services Committee
last month, General John Abizaid said
Josh can be reached at iteitelbaum®.
that "the sectarian violence is as bad as law.gwu.edu. He is currently accepting appliI've seen it," and that "if not stopped, it cations for interns to help him find a summer
is possible Iraq could move toward civil job.
•

With Republican Congressional over stem cell research, gay marriage, ilseats up for grabs in the upcoming mid- legal immigration, abortion, or any other
term elections and Democrats leading in number of divisive domestic issues?
the polls in several states, some Democrats
Mid-term elections for congressional
are quick to think that they've gained seats are not as simple as Presidential polithe advantage on the issue of national tics. The opinions of a given candidate's
security.
state constituency can differ significantly
While there is certainly growing from a Party's stance on the national scale.
disfavor with the war
Consider the camBY ADAM J. BESTER
in Iraq, the shift in
paign of incumbent
opinion regarding na
Republican Senator
tional security policy
Rick Santorum of
is not so dramatic. General Congressio- Pennsylvania. Mr. Santorum is behind
nal opinion polls seem to show a hefty his Democrat challenger Bob Casey in
margin of support shifting to Democrats, the polls and Democrats think Mr. Santobut we all know that voters rarely blame rum's sluggish poll numbers (which have
their own Congressmen for Congress's shown marked improvement recently) are
shortcomings. Indeed the polls in the an example of Republican dissatisfaction
respective states are much closer and with their own party on national secumuch more indicative of upcoming elec- rity issues. Need I remind anyone that
tion results. Democrats and Republicans Pennsylvania was a blue state in both of
alike should realize that neither party has the last two presidential elections, or that
a clear advantage
it has a Demoon national se•
cratic governor?
r/ n
If Democrats want to seize
cunty.
Pennsylvania

On the Right

Polls indicatmg general
public dissatisfaction with the
situation in Iraq
say nothing about
voters' general
impressions of
the President s
national security
policy. While re-

the advantage on national
security, then they need to
. *
propose some
viable policy
Some Viable
alternatives. Whining about
,
,
, , ,
,
an Iraq withdrawal datelra
an
and
1w"hdrawl
opining over 9-11 Commission
recommendations does

has been siiding steadlly to

the left for some
time now, and it
should come as
no surprise that
F
Mr Sa ntomm.s

traditional farright stance on

domestic issues
is not serving
cent polls suggest
him well. Furthat the major, F
, Ar al F,
ther, Casey hapIrati and North KoreU'
ity of Americans
pens to be the
no longer believe
son of a beloved
that the war in Iraq is an essential part of former Pennsylvania governor. Can you
the war on terror, concurrent polls show say, "name recognition?"
that at least half of Americans still believe
My point here is not that nathat leaving Iraq to devolve into a civil war tional security has had no effect on Mr.
would be a mistake. Further, polls show Santorum's campaign but that there are
that Americans are divided on the idea of other significant factors that appropriately
letting the insurgents know how long they explain his lackluster poll numbers. But in
have to wait for us to leave.
case you don't see my point, consider the
Poll results are inconclusive on the campaign of Republican George Allen
NSA wiretap program. Indeed it seems of Virginia. Mr. Allen is maintaining a
that roughly half of Americans do not lead over his Democratic challenger in the
perceive the program as a threat to their polls. Of course we all know that Virginia
privacy and sanction it as an appropriate is a state that leans to the right outside of
measure for gathering intelligence against the beltway. It certainly doesn't seem like
terrorists.
Mr. Allen's Republican supporters are
If Democrats want to seize the overwhelmingly offended by his support
advantage on national security, then of the President's policies,
they need to propose some viable policy
While the progression of the
alternatives. Whining about an Iraq with- war on terror and the President's nadrawal date and
•••^•••••••••••••••*
tional security
opining over 9
Waning support for the war in
policies will un11 Commission
.
.
deniably have
recommendaIfCKf (IOCS flOt IflulCUtC O WtttSSlVC
some effect on
tions does nothing to answer
the difficult security questions
presented by
Iran and North
Korea. Criticiz-

nothing to answer the difficult
security questions presented

shift in the way Americans
.. themselves on national
UU
*

inemseives on nuiwnui

security issues, and Democrats
are mistaken if they think that
.
.
national security is a free pass
for them to retake Congress.

ing all of the
President's national security
initiatives and calling it a coincidence that
we haven't seen a major terrorist attack in
the last five years does not make a viable
party platform.
Believe it or not, there are other
significant issues weighing on the minds
of American voters. How about the price
of a gallon of gasoline, inflation, or the
widening gap between the upper and
lower classes? Some experts place the
daily realities of the economy at or above
the level of influence of the ongoing war
on terror. What about the ongoing debates

the upcoming
elections, the
respective party bases remain
firm Waning

support for the
war in Iraq does
not indicate a
massive shift in
the way Americans align themselves on national security
issues, and Democrats are mistaken if
they think that national security is a free
pass for them to retake Congress. With
Republicans poised to lose considerable
ground in the House and possibly the Senate, Republican candidates must concentrate on reminding those wavering voters
of national security concerns outside of
Iraq. The nation is becoming war weary,
and Republican candidates will also have
to refocus voters on larger Republican
values.
•
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OPINIONS
Law Students Liberal, Except... I
BY JOHN BANZHAF I II

Contributing Professor

entering law school, while 31% are mostly
nervous. Almost 70% say their reasons for
coming to law school are idealistic, while
27% admit that their reasons are more
materialistic.
Interestingly, more than half of the
section expect to have a B+ or above aver
age at the end of the Fall term, and fully
93% think their average will be no lower
than a B. However, because classes are
graded on a curve, many will not receive
the grade point average they expect.
Here are two findings which some
may find surprising. Over 80% of first
year law students have a somewhat or
very positive view of lawyers and the legal
profession, whereas only 6% have a some
what or very negative view. This seems
inconsistent with the views of the general
public as expressed in numerous surveys
- as well as in many lawyer jokes.
While almost half of all students
think that evolution alone -without some
intervention by a higher power -probably
explains how human beings came to exist
on earth, 34% believe that the process of
evolution was probably aided by some
intervention from a higher power. 11%
think that human beings came about
largely or exclusively because of a higher
power but over the course of millions
of years, whereas about 5% think that a
higher power acted within a much shorter
period of time.
Although this survey represents
only the views of one of the four incoming
day sections, it is likely a fair representa
tion of views of the entire first y ear class
since students are not assigned to sections
in ways likely to affect their responses to
these types of questions.
On the other hand, it might be in
teresting to see if law students other than
first years have the same views, especially
about the legal profession. If any professor
who teaches a large section of upper class
men would like to cooperate with me in
administering this simple on-line survey,
I would be very happy to cooperate.

It appears that first year law students
are overwhelmingly liberal, and hold
views which would generally be character
ized as "liberal" on most issues, although
there are a few exceptions. They also have
some interesting views on law school and
the legal profession.
These are two of the major re
sults of an anonymous survey which I
administered to my entering first year
students in Torts [Section 12]. Just over
100 participated, so the results probably
represent their views accurately and, since
the survey was anonymous, most probably
responded candidly. Here are some of the
key results.
About 70% said there were some
what or strongly liberal, with only 22%
somewhat or strongly conservative. 74%
lean towards or are strongly Democratic,
whereas only 16% lean towards or are
strongly Republican. Fully one quarter are
independent or neutral or undecided.
On issues like abortion, gun control,
gay marriage, the death penalty, women's
goals and the goals of minorities, those
supporting positions generally regarded
as "liberal" very strongly outnumbered
those who expressed opinions generally
regarded as "conservative.".
On the other hand, opinions were al
most equally divided on using affirmative
action (a/k/a racial preferences) in ad
mitting students to law school, and close
on whether military recruiters should
be excluded from law school campuses
because of the government's "don't ask,
don't tell" policy.
Opinion was also more closely
divided on Israel, with about 38% some
what or strongly supporting Israel, and
43% somewhat or strongly opposed to its
positions and policies.
Incoming law students were over
whelmingly optimistic rather than pessi
mistic in general, although 86% think the
country is moving in the wrong direction,
Professor John F. B anzaf III teaches
with only 10% saying that it is moving first-year Torts and Progressive Lay ering.
Survey results are available online at http://
even somewhat in the right direction.
•
Most are confident [62%] about banzhaf.net/docs/survey.
I missed my deadline by three a few awards (SBA of the Year among
hours. The Nota Bene is already draft them) at the ABA Annual Meeting, had
ing an article on the rise and fall of the a great orientation (thanks to all who
SBA — they even tried to have Koester helped out—especially Bryan, Isma and
write this week's column. I am sweat Lindsey), and welcomed 375,543 incom
ing through my shirts as I sp rint late to ing lLs. Let's see the blogs play with that
class on a daily basis, in
number.
spite of my resolution to
Judging by the
be on time. I already have
success of this summer
hundreds of pages of read
(and the countless hours I
have spent in church pray
ing to catch up on. Does
ing that we don't fall in
Glannon have a book on
the rankings as a result of
Trust and Estates? (Note
to lLs: By early October,
something the SBA did), it
you too will be making bad
looks like it is going to be
legal jokes. It is a condi
a great year. This semester
tion that plagues lawyers
there are plenty of events
and law students alike. It
in which to get involved.
has caused countless rela
We have elections for new
tionships to
senators
SAM JAM MAL
end, hence
and com
the reason
mittee ap
for the open
pointments
this week.
bar at the
On Friday
Halloween
Party — we need something to be able to September 15th we have a Nationals Game
and pre-game tailgate. Later in the month
tolerate one another.)
It must be the start of a new we officially start the countdown to gradu
school year.
ation and kick-off the Class of 2007 Class
Fortunately, there is plenty going Gift Drive. We have the Halloween Party
on with the SBA. This summer we won coming up in October. In theory, there

Message from the Prez

Board Editorial

Welcome - Seat?
As you were welcomed, either that depends on revenues far more than
to or back to, GW Law these past two endowments. The law school administra
weeks, you might have wandered the halls tion understandably has every incentive to
looking for a place to study or eat lunch. enroll as many students as will fit inside
If your experience was anything like that our little cluster of buildings.
of the Nota Bene editorial staff, you had
But although running the school at
a hard time of it. The Lisner Hall renova near maximum capacity keeps the revenue
tions will provide a welcome relief from
stream strong today, such a policy can also
this overcrowding, but the Law School create long term dissatisfaction among
must resist the powerful temptation to students turned alumni. Discontent is
increase enrollment proportional to the seeded each time a lack of suitable study
new space.
space sends a student into the windowOver the
less depths of
summer, the
the library, or
Each student that enrolls, sans
SBA sparked
popular classes
need-blind admission, is a
a firestorm of
routinely close
huge asset to an institution that out those eager
apprehension
when it erro
to learn because
depends on revenues far more
neously stated
no room can
that there were than endowments. The law school contain them
770 incoming administration understandably has all, or a student
lLs. Second and
struggles
every incentive to enroll as many group
third year stu
to host an event
dents dreaded students as will fit inside our little when all rooms
the thought of
are booked.
cluster of buildings.
having to share
Lisner
locker space,
Hall will no
and charges of "diploma mill" quickly doubt ease these tensions. The study
surfaced. Fortunately, this number was space will be a very welcome change from
incorrect - as described on page [XXX], elbowing one's neighbor while juggling
the 1L class is no more than averaged books across a sliver of table space, and
sized.
the coffee and sandwich shop will thank
There was a reason current students fully ease our ambivalent relationship with
were willing to believe the erroneous Au-Bon Pain. But once Lisner does open,
number. GW Law is unfortunately stuck it would be a shame for some day a dean
at both the top of the rankings with respect to be strolling through the school only to
to largest enrollment, and at less than the see piles of tuition where each empty seat
top with respect to financial resources. lies. After all, it may cost GW Law today
Each student that enrolls, sans need-blind - but satisfaction and remembrances of
admission, is a huge asset to an institution the quality of life last a lifetime.
•
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will also be a new lounge and eatery on
campus. But don't worry, hot dogs, cheap
soda and burnt pretzels will still be served
with love by the Cart Lady.
On the advocacy front, Neil Chilson and the Senate have big plans. We are
working closely with faculty on bringing
flexible exams to the law school. The SBA
also will be pushing to make PLUS loans
available, making an educational push

on LRAP, and working with students on
bringing more writing opportunities to the
law school. (Congrats to the winners of
the Internal Writing Competition!) With
the new senators coming in next week, we
look forward to their passion and the new
ideas they will bring.
There is a lot going on with this
year's SBA and plenty of ways for you to
be a part of it. The End.
•
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ODDS AND ENDS

Hearsay...
Overheard in Steinhardt's International
Law "International law is like the smell
of your apartment - it's always
there but you don't necessarily
notice it."
Overheard in Saltzburg's Evidence last
semester "You have no right to obstruct justice,
even if you really need to."

Simple Math
Across
1 Seaweed, e. g.
5 Feeling of discomfort
9 Cardiff's locale
14 Shakespeare's king
15 Parasites
16 Residence
17 Garage event
18 Swear
19 Lawful
20 Vegas sights
23 Poet's beyond
24 Be in debt
25 Old Testament Book
29 Brewer's grain
31 Edge
34 Spooky
35 Points of convergence
36 Plasmas
37 Pimlico sight
40 Dreaming stages
41 Tiptop
42 Pine Tree State
43 Roth for one
44 Copies
45 Mother Superior
46 Exist
47 Mature
48 Picnic sight
57 Playing card
58 Shepard for one
59 Unwritten
60 Bert's friend
61 Articulated
62 Broadcasts
63 IOUs
64 Ms. Ferber
65 Go steady

Down
1 Likewise
2 Thin
3 NFL player Sayers
4 Neighborhood
5 Accuses
6 Internal organ

Crossword 101

By Ed Canty

1

2

3

4

6

7

10

8

20

21

"

13

31

32

33

22

23
26

27

24

28

HI 29

34

30

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44
46

48

12

*

17

25

11

'

•

14

49

50

57

45
H|H|47

:

51

63

52

|
m

60

Overheard in Block's Corporate Tax last
semester "Sec. 338 the most complex section
I'm going to teach you.
I used to
teach it earlier in the semester,
but then people would come to me and
cry about how they wanted to drop the
class but the drop/add period had just
ended. So now I teach it lat
er in the
semester."

58
61

64

•

53

54

55

56

59
62
65

7 Passed easily
8 Trumpeter Alpert
9 Dark brown wood
10 Wait patiently
11 Scenes
12 Blue-pencil
13 Dramatic scenes
21 Shakespeare's tragic lover
22 Spontaneous
25
dish
26 Waste pipe
27 Scent
28 Bowlers, e.g.
29 Mourniul cries
30 Real estate unit
31 Secure again
32 Golf clubs
33 Barnyard Moms
35 Ice mass
36 Knife
38 Coat part
39 Set deeply
44 Ridges
45 Meeting plan
46 Lofty nest

47 Once more
48 At that time
49 Grinder
50 Talk wildly
51 Alleviate
52 Container manu
facturer
53 Precedes block or hog
54 Opera solo
55 Haul
56 Different

Overheard in Barron's Con Law II Discussing the incorporation
doctrine
"Let's say I am using drugs and also
dealing in them..."
Send your overheard comments from professors
or students in current classes to NBHearsay0
qmail.com.
Alright, got the idea, lLs?
Good, now start sending those quotes in.

Quotable Quote

God does not care
about our math
ematical difficulties.
He integrates
empirically.
• • • Albert Einstein
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Answer on page 4

Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
Seriously, put your hand down.
Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Look b oth ways before you cross the street.
Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Sit in W ashington Circle until 4 a.m. on the 23rd,
and you'll probably get mugged.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You're still really cool, you should hold a confer
ence.
Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
Your dog collects shiny things.

Horoscopes
Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You're not supposed the read this!

Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Don't worry if you can't remember the name of
the 1L you hung out with after bar review last
week. The facebook will arrive shortly.

Pisces (Feb. 19—March 20)
Your pot-smoking college buddies could give a
crap about mens rea. Take it easy or you will
have no friends.

Gemini (May 21—June 21)
Don't call that guy from bar review back. He
forgot your name - had to look it up in t he facebook.

Aries (March 21—April 19)
The anniversary of 9/11 has inspired you to a
renewed sense of patriotism. No, wait, you just
wanted a sandwich.

Cancer (June 22—July 22)
The elevator would go faster, but the ACLU
insists on humane working conditions for the
orphans.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
You've just started law school. The world is
f resh and abuzz with excitement and opportu
nity. Already no one likes you.

